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AN ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study r,{as to obtain more insight into the

French-English bilingualism of Franco-Manitoban studenËs and to study

the intellectual and academic characEeristics associated r,rith the

different types of bilinguals. As well, it was deemed appropriate to

probe into other (personal and demographic) factors: school grade level,

sex, socioeconomic status, proximity of residence Eo the city, use of

each language and exposure to each language, ín an atËempt to circum-

scribe those factors which determine v¡hether an individual belongs to

one type of bilingualism or to another.

A questionnaire was devised and administered by the r.rriter to

a random sample of 185 Grade 4 and Grade I Franco-Manitoban students

of Seine River School Divísion.

The first and foremost finding of the study vras the absence of

subjects who could be classified as bilinguals r¡rith a French dou¡-inance

on the basis of theír results on the trrlord AssocÍation TesË and on the

Word Detection Test; indeed, all subjecËs showed an English dominance;

some a low Englísh dominance and others a high English dominance.

A significant difference was found between socioeconomic

status and types of bilingualism with subjects of hígh SES beíng more

linguistically assimilated. According to expectations also, subjects

of hígh SES obtained better results on scholastic achievement measures

and on tests of verbal intelLigence and non-verbal intelligence than

middle SES subjects and middle SES subjects obtained better results

than low SES subjects.
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[Iith respect to type of bilingualism, neither scholastic

achievement nor verbal or non-verbal intelligence were found to be

statistically signÍfÍcant. Unexpectedly, however, the bilinguals v¡ith

a low English dominance scored slightly better than their counterparts

on scholastic achievement and verbal intelligence. I^iith respect to

non-verbal intelligence, the bilinguals with a high English dominance

surpassed the bilinguals with a 1ow Englísh dominance.

As far as the other variables of sex, school grade levels and

geographic regions vrere concerned, iE was found that boys T^rere more

assimilated than girls, Grade 4 students r^rere more assímilated than

Grade I students, and subjects lívíng in cLoser proximity to the city

\^rere more assimilated than those living further ah7ay.

l,lith respect to the use of the tvro respectíve languages by the

students and to Ëhe exposure of the students to these ranguages out-

side of the classroom situation, the observations provided some explan-

ation for the large incidence of bilinguals wíth an English dominance.

Less than half of Ëhe students reported that they themselves spoke

French at home from 75% to 100% of the time, 74% ínðícated that rheir

television seË was turned on the French channel less than 25% of t]ne

time, and over half of the students reported that they spoke French

less than 25% of. the time during recesb at school and with Ëheir

friends outsíde of school.

The observations and the conclusions of this study raise other

questions, however, which cerËainly lvarrant further research. Id.ore

sophisticated and more diversified measures of the'degree of bilingual-

ism of a broader cross section of Franco-Manitoban sËudents from across

the province would undoubtedly enabl-e one to produce a more accurate

description and hence a better comprehension of the population studied.

l_11_



The nature and the extent of the influence of televisíon are probably

underestimated or at least not recogni.zed fu1ly as a factor of lingu-

istic assimilation. More research is 1íkewise needed to differentiate

the types of bilinguals with respect to dífferent domains (e"g. home,

school, playground); and fina1ly, a re-testing operation v¡íth the same

subjects after a few years have elapsed would produce valuable infor-

mation relative to the acceleraËion or the deceleration of the assími-

lation process.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Bi1Íngualism and multilingualism in school children have.

generated considerable concern on the part of educators. Researchers

have explored the field in various r^Jays and have reached different

conclusions. Several investígators have concluded from their studies

that bilingualism has a detrimental effect on intellectual functioníng

and scholastic achievement. other investigations have found 1ittle or

no influence of bilingualism on inte1lígence and scholastic achieve-

ment. Finally, a third group of studies have been encounËered v¡hich

indicated that bílingualism correlated positively with intelligence

and scholastic achievement.

Regardless of which conclusions are correct, the fact remains

that there are bílinguals in schools, for whom the best possible

programmes should be devel0ped. rË appears 10gica1 to examine thís
group carefully to see if it is not iËself composed of varíous sub-

groups of intellectual capacity, scholastic achievement, socio-

economic status, etc. Then results will likely emerge indicating

various kinds of relationships between bilingualism and the other

variables. Hopefully, this will shed light on the r,¡hole issue.

Finally, it is believed that while the monolingual-bilingual

differentiation may be a worthwhile avenue of investigation, so is
the bilingual sphere ítse1f. An aËtempt will be made here to identify

the various types of bilingualism l¡ithin the studenË population and

then Ëo determine r,¡hether any sÍgnificant differences exist beËr¿een



these types of bilingualism and such other facËors as scholastic

achievement, verbal and non-verbal intelligence, socioeconomic

sfaËus, etc.

SIGNIFICANCE OF TTIE STUDY

Bilingualism or polícies favoring bilinguarism seem to be

enjoying accrued popularity in canada. rndeed, our federal govern-

ment is promoting bilingualism at an unprecedented rate. A1so, our

provincial government has recently enacted Bill 113 permítting a wide

latitude in the kinds of bílingual programmes that may be established.

English and French are no\¡z recognized as "languages of instrucËionrrl

and other languages may nov¡ be taught as subjects in the schools of

Manitoba. rronically, while governments are traditionally known to

account for much of the cultural lag in society, the Manitoba

Government, T,lith íts permissive legislation in the area of languages

of ínstrucËion, may have taken a step which school personnel may not

be prepared to follow" As poínted out earlier, a considerable amount

of research has been carried out in the broad field of bilingualism

on the international scene and an increasingly large number of studies

have appeared on Ëhe national scene, but no thorough or scientific

study has ever focussed its attention on the bilingualism of the

French-English bí1ingua1s of Manitoba and on Ëhe educational

ímplicatíons of such bilinguals being plunged into bilingual educa-

Ëiona1 prograffines.

lni11 113,
(2). (Assented to

an Act to Amend the Public Schools Act of Manitoba
July 16, 1970),
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Therefore, before embarking into bilingual educatíona1 prog-

rafimes of considerable scope ín our province, it seems appropríate,

indeed imperative thaË a research mechanism be established to work on

trso fronts. First of all, it appears logical that other experiments

and exísting research be carefully reviewed in order to avoid the

pitfalls experienced elsewhere. Secondly, but of equal importance,

more information is required relative to both the environmental and

personal factors rohích character í-ze the student population involved.

Dominance in either of the trvo languages, for example, as opposed to

balanced bilingualism appears to be an important a priori consider-

ation to the planning of curricula and to the decision of the respec-

tive doses of instrucËion Ëo be administered in each of the two

languages.

Enlightened decision-making at both the curriculum planning

and administrative levels rests upon the availability of such infor-

mation. If bilingual educational progranrnes are devised and estab-

lished without due consideration of these factors, such prograffires rnåy

not attain the degree of success Ëhat is hoped of Ëhem; indeed, they

may seriously jeopardize the academic progress of the students for

whom they are intended.

II. STATEÍENT OF THE PROBLEM

The object of thís study then, is to deËermine the types of

bilingualism and the dominant language of the Franco-Manitoban

students of Grades 4 and B of Seine River School Division. As well,

it is hoped that relaËionships may be established between the Ëypes

of bilingualism of the subjecËs and the other variables. l"lore speci-
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fically, this study will atËempt to answer the following questions:

1) irlhat percentage of the sample of Seine River Franco-Manitoban

sËudents of Grades 4 and B can be classified as 'rbalanced bílingualstr?

hlhat percentage can be classified as bilinguals v¡ith a French dominance?

What percentage can be classified as bilinguals with an English domin-

ance?

2) Is there a relationship between type of bilingualism and socio-

economic status?

3) I,rrhat is the relaËionship between type of bilingualism and socio-

economic status or¡ measured scholastic achievement?

4) I^ihat is the relationship between type of bilingualism and socio-

economic status on measured verbal intelligence?

5) Itlhat is the relationship between type of bilingualism and socio-

economic status on measured non-verbal intetligence?

6) Is there a relationship bet$leen school grade leve1 and type of

bilingualism?

7) Is there a relationship betr"reen the geographic regíons where the

subjects reside and their type of bilingualism?

B) Is there a relationship between the sex of the subjects and

theÍr Ëype of bilingualísm?

III. THN TTYPOTIIESES

In order to establish a relatíonship between rype of bilingual-

ism and the other variables mentioned earlier, the following nu11

hypotheses r^rere formulated and vrere tested:



1. For students of different socioeconomic level, there is no

significant difference in their type of bilingualism.

2. For students of different school grade levels (Grade 4 anð

Grade B), of different socioeconomic 1evel and of different type of

bilingualisrn, there is no significant difference ín their measured

level of scholastic achievement.

3. For studenËs of different socíoeconomic level and of different

type of bilingualism, there is no significant difference in their

measured leve1 of verbal intelligence.

4. For students of different socioeconomíc leve1 and of different

type of bilingualism, there is no significant difference in their

measured 1evel of non-verbal intelligence

5. For students of different regions v¡ithin the school divísion,

there is no significant difference in rheir rype of bilingualism.

6. For studenËs of different regions within the school division,

there is no signíficant difference in their rype of bilingualism.

7. For boys and gírls, there is no significant difference ín

their type of bilingualisrn.

IV. THEORETTCAL ASSUI"ÍPTIONS

1) IË \^ras assumed that the Franco-Manitoban students of the

Seine River School Division, even those with a French language domin-

ance, were sufficiently proficíent in the English language to obtain

valid results on the Lorge-Thorndike test of intelligence and on'the

Canadian Test of Basic Skills, both admínistered in English.

2) It was also assumed that Grade 4 students have a sufficiently

long attentíon span Ëo deliver maximum outpuË on Ëhe battery of Ëests of

bilingualÍsm, to obtain valid results.



V. DELÏMITATTONS

The present research topic was originally very ambiËious in

depth and in scope of population size to be studied. However, because

of problems of Ëime and cost, circumscríption became necessary.

Consequently, the following delimitations must be noted:

1) The sample studied will be restricted to those students of

Grades 4 and B enrolled in the schools of Seíne River School Division.

These two grade 1eve1s have been selected because they represenË Ëhe

lower and the upper limits respectively for which scholastic achieve-

ment and intellectual abí1ity scores are available.

2) One ultímate concern of this study is the application of

Bill 113 in the schools of lvlanitoba. However, although the provisions

of this Bill a1low all sEudents in the province to avail themselves of

a bilingual education, indications are that in the foreseeable future,

the najority of students who vri1l enroll in srrch French-Englísh

bilingual progranunes will be students whose mother tongue is French and

who have maintained a reasonable command of the French language. It is

felt that if these students are to have maintained a reasonable command

of the French language they would have to be from families where the

parents speak French at home at least 75 percent of the time. The

sample wi1l, therefore, be resËricted to subjecLs who satisfy the above

conditions. No attempt \,7i11 be made to compare bilinguals with mono-

linguals

3) One measure only of intelligence, the Lorge-Thorndike

Inrelligence TesË result will be considered since it is the only one

uniformly administered Ëhroughout the school division. It does, however,

produce a verbal score and a non-verbal score.



VI. DEFINITION OF TERMS

Franco-Manitoban Student

Subjects for the sample r¿ere selected among all those students

in tl-ie designated grade level of a given school who had been identified

by the principal andf or teacher as students r"¡hose parents probably

spoke French at homeremost of the timet'. All students so identified

by the school authorities will henceforth be referred to as Franco-

Manitoban students for the purpose of this study. Whether their

parents did speak French at home mosË of the tÍme was, of course,

verified further in the studentsr questionnaires. Those r¿ho indicated

that their parents spoke French aË home less than 75 percent of the

time (there were nine such cases) were discarded,

Socioeconomic Status

Socioeconomic status r,{as established from Part III of the

questionnaire. Part III of the questionnaire is a modern adaptation /

of Sewe11's "Family Socioeconomic Scale't (Short Form). Three levels

of socioeconomic status InTere established in the f ollovring manner: the

Èop third of the subjects \¡rere considered as belonging to the high

socioeconomic 1evel, the míddle third l¡ere classifíed as the middle,

socÍoeconomic level and the boËtonr third as the lov¡ socíoeconomic

1eve1. (See Appendix C for a Discussion of Sewell's SES Scale).

Language Dominance

It is suggested by G. L. Tanl that bilingualism and monolingualism

may be thought of as opposite extremes of a continuum. This study

1C.1,. Tan, t'Bilingual education and its inherent problems, wiËh
special reference to Burmatr, Unpublíshed Doctoral Dissertation, Univer-
siiy of californía, 1947, cited in Natalie T. Darcyrs "Bilingualism and
Ëhe measurement of intelligence: review of a decade of research, The
Journal of Genetic Psychology, 1963, Vol. 103, p" 259.
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attempted to identify three distinct groups wÍthin the continuum.

Ilore specifically, reference will be made to balanced bilinguals

(subjects scoring from -15 to +15 on the Word Association Test and on

the I'Iord Detection Test combined), bilinguals wíth an English ilominance

(subjecLs scoring less than -I5 on the Word Association Test and on the

Word Detection Test combined), and bilinguals rvith a French dominance

(subjects scoring more than *15 on the l^Iord AssociaËion Test and on the

tr^iord Detection Test combined). trrlhen it was discovered that no subjects

with a French dominance emerged from the sample, the groups were merged

into tl.7o caÈegories: bilinguals with a lorv English dominance (subjects

scoring -15 and upwards on the i.tlord Association Test and on the trtrord

Detection Test combined), and bilirrfìuals with a hjgh English dominance

(subjects scoring -16 and dor^rnwards on the Word Association Test and

on the Word Detection Test combined).

Seine River School Division

Seine River School Division is situated in the south-eastern

corner of the Province of Manitoba. It extends some B0 miles, encom-

passing the French-speaking communities of St. Norbert, St. Adolphe,

Ile-des-Chênes, Lorette, Ste. Anne, Richer, La Broquerie and Woodridge.

The sËudent population of the division is approximately 41000, of which

approximately two-thirds are French-speaking.



CHAPTER IT

RELATED LTTERATUREREVIEW OF

While Ëhere is a dearth

to bi1íngualism in Manitoba, it

internatÍona1 scene. An attempt

the r¿ide scope of these writings

sample of them.

of literature and research pertaining

is very abundant on the national and

will be made in this chapter to cover

by dealing with a representative

The greater portion of the research and hence of the dis-

cussion in this chapter, focusses on the relation betv¡een bilingualism

and intelligence. The greaLer emphasis on intelligence as a factor of

bilingualism appears justifiable because of its all-encompassing nature;

for example, it is widely accepted as a prime determinant of scholastic

achievement. trr7ith respect to SES, iËs inclusion is primarily intended

as a control varíable; as will be pointed out in this revier..7, many /

invesËigators in the field have failed to take it inËo account and

thereby invalidated their resulLs to a certain extent.

I. PROBLEMS IN RESEARCH I,JITH BILINGUALISM

While the sËudies dealing with the relation between bilingualisn,

intelligence and scholastic achievement are numerous, no conclusive

statement can be made nor can any agreement be reached because many of

the findings are contradictory. These conÈradictions are due in no

small measure to the fact thac many of the problems involved in the

research of this particular field are verJ¡ difficult to isolaÈe and

identify. Moreover, it has been difficult to arrive at a consensus

on the tools or measurement devices that would faciliËaËe a standard
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identificatíon of the various factors involved.

Therefore, before presenting these various representative studies,

ít seems pertinent to give a brief overview of some of the complicating

factors involved in this field of research.

Divergent DefÍnitions

The term "bilingualism'r itself is defined differently by various

researchers. B1oomfie1d1, for example, defined bilingualism as "a native-

like control over two languagesrr, while Leopold2 contended that bilingual-

ism is present even r¿hen one language is spoken better than the other,

as long as both are regularly used as medía of discourse.

OrDoherty3 made another differentÍation; he distinguished between

the bilingual who has mastered trr¡o languages as media of social inter-

course and the pseudo-bilingual who, technically, may be considered to

have some knowledge of a second language but who, in practice, may not

have masËered either language. Fina1ly, Tan4 suggested that bilingualism-

and monolingualism may be thought of as opposite extremes of a continuum

with a conEinuum for each aspect of language. He added that most people

do not aLtain perfect achievement in all aspects of the vernacular, and

thât it is rare for bilinguists to aPproach this goal in tvo languages.

istic

1i.. Bloomfíe1d, Language, New York: Holt, 1933, p. 56.

2W. ¡'. Leopold,'rspeech Development of Bilingual Child:
Recordrr, Chicago: NorthwesËern University, 1939, p. 6.

3n. ¡'. OtDoherty, "Bilingualism: EducaËiona1 aspectsrt,
1958, Vol. 56, p. 285.

4G. L. Tan, loc. cit.

A Lingu-

A9vanc.
Sci.,
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Determining Degrees of Bilingual.is$

The difficulty of measuring the degrees of bilingualism tended

to be ignored by il-re early investigators of the problem of determining

the effect of bilingualism on measured intelligence. Obviously then,

ín the analysis of each of the studies, if subjects \,Jere grouped

together regardless of whether their respective degrees of bílingualísm

T^iere siËuated at either end of the continuum of which OrDoherty speaks,

Ehen the results could not have been very significant. This incon-

gruency was discovered, however, by more recent researchers and an

attempt has been made in most recent studies to measure objectively

the degrees of bilingualism of the subjects studied. This v¡i1l be

discussed at length in the closer examination of the various represen-

tative studies selected for discussion in this paper.

Types of Intelligence, Tests Used

The instruments used for measuríng the intelligence of bi-

lingual subjects are almost as numerous as the number of studies them-

selves. As well, the results achieved have shown comparable variance.

Early investigators tended to use only verbal tests of intelligence of

a group type. The reliability of such tests has been quesËíoned and

it has since been accepted that if such tests are used, while their

results may contain valuable indications, they certainly must not be

used indíscriminately but rather very cautiously. Furthermore, with

respecË to bilingual subjects, ít has been clearly demonstrated that

Èhe results of intelligence tests can be even more delusive. Consequ-

ently, the practice of administering solely verbal intelligence tests

has more recently been supplanted. The other extreme, however, of

usíng only non-verbal ,tests of intelligence can be said to be an equally
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questionable practice. Darcys suggesis that the most promising method

of appraising tl-re íntelligence of the bilingual child lies in the con-

sideration of both verbal and non-verbal tests of inLelligencer pre-

ferably of the individual type.

ïsolation from 0ther Environmental Factors

Possibly the most crucial yet a fairly frequent problem of the

earlier investigations was the failure of the investigators to isolate

the bilingual influence from other environmental factors. Such factors

as the socioeconomic and cultural backgrounds, and the degree of iden-

tification and/or similarity with persons of both ranguage groups may

all be more significant factors and hence bear greater effects upon

the measurement of íntelligence than bilingualism per se.

Relation of Language to Conceptual {hinking

It is widely accepted that language is necessary in the form-

ation of concepts.. consequently, if a bilingual chi1d, and even more

so, a npseudo-bilingual childrr, is administered an intelligence test

in a language of which his knowledge is imperfect, it seems reasonable

to assume that the child's score would be depressed. This has not

always been taken into account by early investigators.

Having examined some of the more conìmon problems faced by the

student of the effects of bilingualism on the measurement of intelli-

gence, a representative number of sËudies which have succumbed as well

as a representative number of more recent studies which have atÈempted

to evade the above-noted pitfalls r^¡i11 be reviewed.

5NataIie T. Darcy, trThe ef fect of bilingualism
ment of intelligence of children of preschool ager" irt
Educational Psvchology, 1940, Vol. 37, p. 28.

upon the measure-
Journal of
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II EARLTER RESEARCI{

As early as the L920' s, psychologists, linguists ancl educators

became interested in bilingualism and its effects on intelligence and

scholasËic achievement. As rvould be expected, however, many of the

pioneer Ínvestigators in this field became entangled in a much broader

problem than that which they had set our to study. Although these

studies lacked the scientific rigor which is expected nowadays, it is

interestÍng to fol1ow the development and refinement of the research

techniques used. An aËtempt will be made to outline this gradual

process as evidenced through a sample of representative sËudies. For

purposes of division in this chap'cer, studies conducted from the 1920,s

to the 1950's will be classified as EARLIER RESEARCH, while sËudies

conducted from the 1950's on will appear under the topic: RECENT

RESEARCH. The early 1950's have been selecred as a dividing point

because it does correspond Ëo a real turning-point ín the degree of

sophistication with which investigations were handled.

Negative Relation Bet¡veen Bilingualism and IntellÍgence

A further sub-division seems to be rvarranted ín this section.

Indeed, a considerable number of studies arriving at the conclusion

thai there ís a negative relation between bilingualism and intelligence

found that this \tas so as evidenced by the results of monolinguals and

bilinguals, with monolinguals scoring hígher on both verbal and non-

verbal tests, 0n the other hand, a substaniial number reported that

monolinguals scored better than bilinguals on verbal tests, but thaË

bilinguals scored better or as well as monolinguals on performance or
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noil-verbal tests. The studies falling in the first category will be

revierved first, followed by those of the seconcl category.

rn 1923, saer6 corÌclucted a series of experimental investig-

ations to determine the effect of bilíngualism on the measurement of

intelligence. The sample included 1,400 children from five rural and

trvo urban districts in Ï,Ia1es. hlelsh was the mother tongue in six of

these districts; the rural children learned English at school while ín

the case of the urban children, English was the language of their play

actÍvities as r,¡eII as the language spoken at school . The sevenËh

district T¡7as one where English was the mother tongue. The 1916 Stanford-

Binet Scale was administered to all subjects. These tests r^7ere trans-

lated into the irlelsh language for those r¿hose mother tongue was i^lelsh

in order to satísfy the assumption that the mother tongue is the best

oral medium by r¿hich a just estimate of a child's mental capacity can

be gained. The results on the tests \^7ere as fol1or¿s:

Urban bilingual group

Urban monoglot group

Rural bilingual group

Rural monoglot group

median I.Q.

median I.Q.

median I.Q.

median I.Q.

100

99

B6

96

Although information had been obtained concerning the socio-

economic backgrounds, home language and age of each child, no attempt

r¿as made to match monoglots to bilinguists with respect to these factors.

The single most outstanding observation was the significant inferiority

of the rural bilinguists and that thís inferiority became consistently

greater each year, from 7 to 11 years of age. A vocabulary test

administered on the same group of children led Saer to the conclusion

6n. .i . Saer , "Ef f ecË of
British Journal of Psychology,

Bilingualism on Intelligencerr,
1923, VoI. 14, pp. 25-38.
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thatrrmental confusionrroccurs more often in the bilingual child than

in the monoglots. Another test administered to 939 college students

in I{ales revealed that the monolingual studenis shorved a "considerable

superiorityrr over the bilingual students from the rural districts of

i{ales. However, the difference in the measurement of intelligence

betr¡7een monolingual and bilingual students from urban areas was found

to be 'rinconsiderable". As a result, Saer stated that the difference

seemed to be of a permanent nature since it was seen to persist in

students throughout Ëheir university years.

saerrs general conclusion T¡'as that children who became bi-

lingual at an early age, by learníng the second language during their

play and in contact vJith other children, have an advantage over those

who learn the second language at school.

An imporËant consideration must l¡e kept in mind, horøever, in

anaLyzíng Saerrs results and his conclusions: the Stanford-Binet Scale

r./as translated Ínto the trrlelsh language for the children i,rho spoke ilelsh

at home. However, it musË be realized that the translation of a stan-

dardized tesË is not the equívalent of the test in the language in

t^¡hich it was originally standardízed.

In the same year (1923) Colvin and A1Ien7 reporred an inves-

tigation of 50 children of native parentage and 50 children of ltalian

parentage who were aLtending grades 5 through 8 in the publíc schools

of Provídence, Rhode rsland. All subjects were given the National

rntel1ígence Test and the 1916 sranford-Binet scare. The results

rrere as f oIlows :

75. S. Colvin and R. D. A1len, 'lfenral Tests and Linguisric
Abilityr', Journa,l of Edu.caLional Psychology, 1923, Vol. 14, pp. I-20.
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Stanford-Binet National Intellígence
Test Test

American group

Italian group

92

91

85

76

These results indicated that the chilciren in both groups had a tendency

to be rated lower in I.Q. by the National Intelligence TesL than by the

1916 Stanford-Binet Scale; furthermore, this difference was greater for

the ltalian group. The authors concluded that an individual tesÈ con-

stitutes a more accurate measure of intelligence than a group test.

Assessing tl-re weight r¿hich is Ëo be given Ëo the linguistic factor when

viewing intelligence test results they state that:

'rwhile verbal ability may raise intelligence scores
in some instances above the levei of the actual
intelligence of the person examined, its most marked
effect is noted under the condition ivhen the lack of
such a facility unduly lorvers such scores,,.8

A decade later (L932) Pintner9 administered the Pintner Langu-

age and Non-Language tests to monolingual and bilingual groups in each

of three schools in Ner¿ York City. No definite conclusions could be

made; in one school monolinguals were superior on both tests i.¡hile in

anoiher they were inferÍor, and in the third there r{as no difference

betrveen the groups. Even had the results shordn any trend or consis-

tency, their reliability rvould have to be qualífied as doubtful since

there \ùas no control for socioeconomic class and bilingualism was

determined by looking at the childts name.

8col,rin and Allen, op. cii., p. 3.

9R. Pininer, "The influence of language baclcground on
intelligence tests't, Jgr¡ral of Social Psychology , L932, Vol. 3,
pp. 235-240.
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A series of oiher studies in the J.920ts found thai monoj-ingual

American groups performed better tl-ran children r¿ith various f.oreígn

backgrounds on intelligence tests. These are the studies of Grahaml0

(rg25), lleadlI (Ig27) , and tr^Iangl2 çtozo¡.

Having examined studies that índicated superíority of mono-

linguals over bilinguals on both verbal and non-verbal Ínte11ígence

tests, attencion must also be gíven to the studies reporting that

while monolingual-s have the edge over bilinguals on verbal tests,

the latter score as well or better than the former on non-verbal or

performance tests.

One of the first studies to report such a finding r¿as that of

Barkel3. His objective ï^ras to comoare the general intelligence of

pupils in certain bilingual and monolingual schools in South I^Ia1es.

ALI 697 candidates (395 bilinguals, 302 monolinguals) were acininistered

the Pintner Non-Language Intelligence Test and the Northumberland

Standardized Test. The Northumberland Test, l¡hich is a verbal test

of intelligence, Idas used chiefly as a check upon the non-verbal test.

The results indicated:

10V. T. Graham, ¡rThe Intelligence of ltalian and Jev¿ish
Children in the Health Clinic of the Massachusetts Division of Mental
i{ygíenerr, Journal of Abnormal Psycl-rology, 1925, Vo1 . 20, pp. 37L-376.

1lM".g".ut Mead, 'tGroup intelligence and linguistic disability
among Italian childrenr', Sc!-! Soc. , L927 , pp. 465-468.

I2S, L. i^Iang, rrA demonstration of the language diff iculty
involved in comparing racial groups by means of verbal intelligence
tests", JourJral of Applied Psychology, 1926, Vol. 10, pp. L02-L06.

13n. lt. Barke, "A study of the comparative intelligence of the
children in certain bilingual and monoglot schools in South trla1es'r,
British Journal of Educational Psychology, 1933, Vo1, 3, pp. 237-250.
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*.8 of a

18

Píntner N-L Test

Monol ingua I s

Bilinguals

In dral¡ing his conclusions,

non-verbal test of intelligence rvhen

he said:

yeaT

*.44 oi a year

Barke advocated the use of the

testing bilingual subjects ;

"411 that can be cLaimed is thaL r¡e have here an
indication that bilingr,ial children raill not prove
inferior to monoglots (with a similar social
environment) in an improved intelligence test
from wirich the linguistic element is exclucjed...
It is indicated thai under conditions of bilingu_
a1ism, intelligence tests of a non-verbal nature
should be used ín preference or in aciclition
to those in ¡^¡hich success is conditioned by
linguistic abilit, .,'L4

Seid115 also produced a rather i¿el1-controlled study in this

category. Ilis purpose was to determine the effect of bilingualism on

the estimates of inËe11ígence obtained on verbal and non-verbal tests.

The 1916 Stanford-Binet Scale r,¡as used as the verbal tesË of intelli-

gence and the Arthur Point Scale of perfornance Tests as the non-

study was

this was not

fact, the

fell in the

of the Barr-

verbal counterpart. A significant innovation in Seidl¡s

to match his 240 subjects on sex and age. Unfortunately,

done in terms of the socioeconomic status; as a matter of

median of parental occupatíons for the monolingual group

Skilled Labor classificaËion of the Goocl Enough Revision

Taussig Scale, while the median of parental occupations for the bi-

língual group was in the Semi-skilled Labor classification of the same

14e. u. Barlce, op. cir., pp. 249-250.

15;. C. Seidl, "The effect of bilingualism on the meåsurenent
of intelligence'r, Unpublisired Ph.D. Thesis, New Yorlc: Fordharn University,
L937, cited by Natalie T. Darcy, "A revierv of the literature on the
effecis of bilingualism upon the measurement of intelligenceil,
Journal of Genetic Psycholo€ly, 1953, Vol . 82, p. 34.
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s tudied. A1:

trated in the

Average_ I.Q.

monoglots

bilinguists

L9

lacuna must be talren into account r¿hen the results are

any rate, an analysis of Seidlrs resulis can be íllus_

f olloruing manner:

Stanford-Biner Scale (V) Arthur Scale (NV)

96.2L

100. 41

A conclusion drawn by peal and Lamberti6 reLatíve to the

above cited studies and others demonstrating the detrimental effects

of bilingualism, is that the studÍes lacked important controls.

They state:

". . . the iveight of evÍdence. . . seems to support the
contention that there is no significant clifference
betlueen monolinguals and bilinguals ou non-verbal
intelligence, but the bilinguals are lilcely to be
handicapped on verbal intelligence measures. "

A number of studies aiming to establish a relatÍon betrveen

bilingualism and intelligence reached the conclusion that there r,ras

1-1no significant relation. Darsie's'' study of Japanese and American

clrildren ín L926 is one such example. on some tests, the Japanese

subjects were inferior while on others the Americans were inferior.

Serious limítations to the reliability of this study result from iire

f act that the socia I class of these tr,/o groups r^ras not compared and

no neasure of bilingualism r¡as used.

L11lízabeth Peal arrd l{allace E. Lambert, rrrhe Relation of
Bilingualism to .a"a:11tt:lg:", psychological llonograph_s: General and
Applied, I{hole No. 546, 1962, p. 4.

17^,*'Ìf . L. Darsie, rrThe mental capacity of American-born Jaoanese
3, pp. 1-18.

96.25

9L .6L

Relation Between Bilingualism and Intellieence

chilciren'r, Comp. Psychol . Monog. , 1926, Vol .
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several other studies accumulaLed sinrilar inconclusive

evidence: ArthurlB tg:2, Buru19 Lg24, Feingolci2 o tgz+, ancl i{irsch2l

7926. However, they lacked too many important co1-ltrols to be con-

sidered relíable; thÍs is also the opinion of peal ancl Lambert22.

Tl-re best controlled study in this category is that conclucted
a.)

by Hi11" in 1936 with ltalian-American chÍ1dren. Bilingualism r.¡as

deter:mined by means of a questionnaire, tests and information by the

teacher. Further:more, the two groups lJere matched on sex, âge, r.Q.,

socioeconomic class and mental age. Hill found no reliable differ-

ences in scores on verbal, non-verbal and performances betv¡een the

Ïtalian children who spoke Italian at home and ltalian children rvho

heard and spoke English at home. rt must be noted, however, that

since the language groups had been matched with respect to mental age,

significant differences in Íntelligence test scores between the langu-

age groups, could not be expected. rt is of interest, horvever, thai

lBG. Atth,rt, "The predictive value of the l(uhlmann-Binet Scale
for a partially Americanized school population", Journal of Appliecj
Psychology, L937, Vo1. 2I, pp. 359-364.

191t. Bere, "A Comparative study of the mental capacity of
children of foreign parentagerr, Ne\u Yorlc: Teachers co11ege, columbia
Uníversity, 1924, p. 105.

2OC. l. Feingold, ,,Intelligence of first generation of Ímmig-
rant groupsrt, J. Educ. and Psychology, L924, Vol. 15, pp. 65-82.

2lN. D. lIírsch, ,,4 Study of nation-racial mental differences,,,
Genet. Psychol. Ilonog. , L926, Vol. l, pp. 231-407.

22P"^l and Lambert, op. cit., p. 4.

23n. S. Hi11, "Correlation betr,¡een i.Q.
different ages on different intelligence tesËstr
Vol. 44, pp. 59-90.

ts of
e ^1^

bilinguals dL

1936,and Soc.,
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no t:eliable differences were found betr.reen the results rvhich v¡ere

achieved on the verbal and the non-verbal intelligence tests by the

bilingual and monolingual groups.

It can be concluded that the reliabílity of the studies

finding no significant relation betrveen bílingualism and Íntelligence

can be questioned since many of tl-iem lacked too many important con-

trols and consequently may have faileci to verify that r,rhich they had

intended to verify.

Finally, among the earlier research, although in a very

def inite minority, there are tr,no noter'¡orthy studies whose conclusions

indicated a positive relation betrveen bi1íngualism and intelligence.

The first is that conducted by Davies and Hughe "24 ín Ig27 . A large

sample of 1894 Jewish and non-Jewish children, ranging in age from

B to 14 years were given the Northumberland Standardized Test in

Intelligence, English and Arithmetic. The ínformatíon given relative

to the control of variables was:

'rthe three schools in r";hich the study was made, were
chosen in an attempt to rule out differences due to
variations in school teaching and home traíning,
except in so far as these latter are due to racÍal
customs and traditions."25

The authors concluded that the superiority of the Jer,¡ish

children was definitely marked. The Jer.rish group rvas found to be

one year ahead of the non-Jewish group in intelligence and arithmetic,

and one and a half years ahead of the non-Jewish group in English.

24J. lavíes and H. G. Hughes, "Ar investigation into the
comparative intelligence and attainments of JeruÍsh and non-Jervish
school childrenrr, Britisir Journal of Ps).chology, 1927, YoL. 18,
pp. 134-146.

Positive Relation Betr,¡een Bilingualism and Intellisence

.)Ê
"f4, Pp. 135.
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The validity of these results is certainly quesiÍonable, hovrever,

since no measure of bilingualism rvas used, assuming that the Jevzish

children iuere bilingual. Other controls such as age, sex, and social

class rvere also absent.

A second study indicating a posiiive relation betrveen bilingu-

alism and intelligence is Ëhat conclucted by Starlc26 in 1940 in Dublin.

The Dar,¡son Mental Tests (group intel1Ígence tests) rvere admínistered

to 27 1 bilinguists and to 27I monoglots ruho ranged in age from 10 to

12 years. The bilinguists were administered an Irish l:ranslacion of

ti're Dawson }fental Tests, Form B. This translated version r¡as L-"ound

to have a correlation of .84 -.02 with the English form of the test.

A difference in mean score of five points, in favor of Ëhe monoglots,

r,ras found aI ages 11 and 12. The differences in mean score betv¡een

the two language groups at earlier ages rvere found to be negligible.

irhen the Form A of the test r,¡as administered ín English to 104 mono-

glots and 65 i:ilinguists, r.rho had been selected at random from the

original language groups lvho had received the Form B, a comparison of

mean scores shoi^¡ed the bilinguists at age 10 to be superior to the

monoglots of the same age by 13 points, At age 11, the difference

r{as seven points in favor of the bilinguists.

Stark's conclusíon r^¡as that children of I'innate verbal faci-

lity" may find early bilingualisn an asset to their mental development.

Horvever, the criticism raised against many investigations is again

valid in this case; aside from selecting subjects of the same age range

26W. ¿,. Stark, "The effect of bilingualism on
gence: an ínvestigation carried out in certain Dublin
British Journal of Educational p:VSngiggf, 1940, VoI.

general intelli-
primary schools'r,
10, pp. 7B-79.
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\rilo attencied schools in the same city, variables such as socioecononric

status, sex and degrees of bilingualism, r¿iricl-i might have af f ected

the results r^7ere not aciequately controlled.

III. RIICENT R.ISEARCI{

rnvestigators interested in the area of the relaiion betr.¡een

bilingualism, Íntelligence and scholastic achievement in the 1950's

and 1960's \uere becoming nore and more a-vrare of the pitf al ls inherent

to this area of research because of the numerous studies conducted in

Ëhe preceding thirty years. By the early 1950's, it had become known

that a research design must take into account such factors as age, sex,

socioeconomic status and degree of bilingualism. Consequently, the

majority of stuciies conducted since the early 1950's have at leasË

attempted io inahe provisions for these factors.

A representaËive number of these studÍes will be reviewed ín

the same order as their earlier counterparts of the previous section.

Negjrtive Relation Betr,¡een Bi1íngualisn, and Intel]igence

After surveying studies done prior to 1951, Jones and Stewaxt2T

concluded that bilingual and monolingual groups differed little in

non-verbal intelligence and that monolinguals were usually superior

in verbal intelligence tests. They, therefore, based the design of

their experiment on these conclusions. A verbal tesi and a non-verbal

test \.vere given to monoiingual and bílingua1 groups in rural ciistricts.

The trvo groups T,vere equated statistically, by the analysis of covariance)

on non-verbal I.Q. and the differences betrveen them on verbaf I.Q. rvere

then noted:

27Vl . R. Jones and iI. A. Ster¿art, 'tBilíngualism and verbal
intelligencer¡, Iìrjt,ish ,Jj¡urnaI of Psychology, 795L, Vo1. 4, pp. 3-8.
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"Tt rvas tirerefore concluded tha,c the bilingual chil_
dre. r¡ere sigr-rificantl-y inferior to l-ire monoiingual
children, evetl afier full allorvance has been made
for tire initial-ç1ifíerence in the non-verbal intel-
ligence tests. "28

That the bilinguals' scores on the verbal test be lov¡ is

uncierstandable because they rvorked r,¡ith iests translated ínto l,jelsh

that were not standardízed. Horvever, this rvoulcl not account for

the dÍfference in non-verbal r.Q. Jones admitted leter, holever,

that the differences inay have reflected more occupational veriations

than linguistic varíations. James rvent so far as to say of Jonesl

complete v¡ork tl-iat it:

r'...has drar,¡n attentÍon to the influence of socio-
econonric factors in comparisons bet,çveen groups of
monolingual and bilingual children and has emphas-
ized the importance of such factors in the correct
interpretation of test resu1ts."29

A more recent T,{elsh study, rvhich assessed linguistic back-

ground by means of a questionnaire, and compared this assessment

raith teachers' ratings was conducted by Lewis.30 The results indic-

ated Èhat the mean scores of the subjects increased as the trrlelshness

of baclcground decreased. The mean score of tl-re children vrho spoke no

I{e1sh Tùas one rvhich corresponded to eight r. Q. points higher than the

mean score of those who came from homes where only trnlelsh ryas spoken

Jones, r,rho had himself been critícLzed on this point, lodged the

criËicism that Lervis had given inadequate treatment to socioeconomic'

^1^^-uIdùù.

2BJorr", and Sieivart, op. cit., pp. 7.

29C" S. E. James, 'rBilingualÍsm in I{ales: An aspect of semantic
organízationr', Iducational Lesearch, 1960, Vol-. 2, pp. 130.

30n. G. Lel¡is, "Biiingualism and non-verbal inteiligence: A
further study ol'test resuits", ìji:itisir Jou::nai of Psycirology, I959,
Vol. 29, pp. L7-22,
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Another study, thai concluctecl by Levinsorr3l conparecl the

performance of bilingual and rnonolingual native-born Jewish pre-

school children of traditional parentage on four inte1lígence tests

to determine the test or test itens rviricir rvould be most suitab Le f or

appraising the intelligence of the bilingual.s. Both groups i!,ere

classified as to faûhersr occuoations according to the U.s. census

data. The results indicaied that there \ras no correiation betrveen

intelligence and socioeconomic background Ín eitl-rer group" The

monoglots surpassed the bilinguals on the verbal tests of intellig-

ence and on one of tl-re three performance tests.

No Relation Betiveen Bilingualism and Inteliigence

Among the recent studies of the effect of bitingualism on

intelligence reporting insignificant relation is chai of I(olaska.32

The study involved 237 bLlíngual PolÍsh-American high school anci

college students. Four índependent variables: bilinguai background,

socioeconomic status, bilingual achievenent and the 1evel of intel-

ligence rrere noted and evaluated. The dependent variable rvas the

performance on the L subtest of the A.C.E. Psychological Examination.

NeÍther socioeconomíc status nor degrees of bilingualism influenced

performance on the test and Lhose indivÍduals i¿ho ruere highly bi-

lingual did neither better nor more poorly than those v¡ho rvere moder-

ately bilingual. The author concluded that, ai the high school or

31n. U. Levinson, "A con'rparison of the perf ormance of bi-
lingual and monolingual native-born Jervish preschool children of
traditional parentâge on four intelligence testsrr, Journal of
Clinical Psychology, 1959, Vo1. 15, pp. 74-76.

32Y. J. I(olaska, rrTire relation
formance on a linguistic intelligence
Lc)54, VoI. 54, pp. 2396 .

betv¡een bilingualisrn an<Ì per-
testrr, Dissertation Abstract,
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college leve1, neither aspect of bilingualísm seemed to influence

performance on a linguistic l-ype of intelligence test. Thus study

is parlicularly interesting because feiv invesi:igato-r:s have atternpte<Ì

such controlled studies of the question of bíiingualism and its

effects on intelligence tests of a linguistíc type at the higher

educational levels.

PosiiÍve Relaiion Beiween Bilingualism. and Iniei-ligence

All of the studies examined so far r,¡ere conducted in foreign

countries; none of then in Canada even though Canada is officially

bilingual and even though bilingualism has been a concern of many in

Canada for many years. In L962, Elizabeth Peal and llallace E. Larnbert

of ltcGill University decided that it rvas time to fill the gap; they

developed a very comprehensive and carefuily thought out research

design rvhich they administered to all of the ten-year-old children

of six French schools under the jurísdÍction of the Cacholic Schooi

Commission oi Montreal. As enunciated ín iheír objectives, their

intentions T,/ere:

rrto exair,ine more extensively the effects of bilingu-
alisrn on the intellectual iunctioning of chiidlen anci
to explore the relations betrveen bilingualism, school
achievemenË, and siuclentsr attitudes to the second
language conmunity. rrJJ

This paper, inte.rested primarily in the effects of bilingu-

alism on intellectual functioning and scholastíc ability, v¡i11 exanine

only that part of Peal and Lambert rs study dealing r,¡ith these aspects.

Because of the resuli:s of prevíous studies in this field, ii

was predictecl that the two groups of subjects, monolinguals and bi-

33pu"1 and Lambert, o,Þ. cit.. , p. 7 .



and to verify

be different

an atteÍnpt to

lingua lism oi-l

an effect.

a1

1ingua1s, sirould not ciif f er signif icantly on non-verbal r.Q. , but

chat they should differ.on verbal r.Q. as rneasured by intelligence

tests standarciized Ín the native language of both iire monolinguals

anci bilinguals; the monolinguals being expecte<ì to perforin signifi-

cantly better than the bilinguals on the verbal tesis. The groups

rvere matched on socioeconomic c1ass, sex, and age. Several measures

of degree of bilingualism were employecì to determine objectively the

bilingualísm of each subject. A1so, a ruide variety of intelligence

tests were used so as to measure Lhe clifferent types of intelligence

the hypothesis that the structure of inLellect might

intelligence, but, as rvel1, the very

tr,/es, in ef f ect,

eifect of bi-

nature of such

The f irst hypothesis, tl-rat the ivro groups ruould not dii.f er

sígnificantiy on non-verbal r.Q. \ùas not supported. The bilingual

group performed significantly better on the R.aven Progressive Mat.rices

and ihe Lavoie-Laurendeau Non-verbal r.Q., and on most of the sub-

tests of the non-verbal type. The bilinguals also scored signifi-

cantly hígher than the monolinguals on the Levoíe-Laurendeau Verbal

I.Q.; this is in direct contradiction to the original projection.

The groups performed differeirtially on sub'cests of íntelligence, as

rvas expected. 0n certain subtests oi the non-veLbal type there r¡ere

no significant <iifferences betr.¡een ihe groups, rvhile on others, both

verbal and non-verba1, the bilinguals performed bett-er in differing

amounts. Holever, on none of the subtests did the nronoiinguals

exceed the bilinguals.

ior tire ttro groups of sub j ecis . This

investigate not only the quantitative



IV. BÏLINGUI{LISM ANÐ SCi,IOLASTIC ACI{IET/EiTiETTIT

The results of studies of the e¡fecrs of bilinguaiism on

scholastic achievement are probably as varÍecl ancl contraclictory as

have been clemonstrated to be tirose of the effecls of bilingualism

on intelligence. i-Iere again, a revierv of a representaiive sarnple

will suf:Eice to illustrate tiris point.

In 1957, Carrow administered the California Achievement Test

of problem arithmetic to borh biiinguals (spanish-English) ancl uni-

linguals (Spar-rish) in Texas and found a higirly significant clífference

in f avor o" rhe unilir',gi.r"1".34

Macnamara35 
"o.,drr"ted a study in

involving 2,000 prÍmary school children.

about eleven months (arii-hmeiic age) in

ariihmetíc when arithmetic \Àras taught in

speakers.

Ireland in the early 1960's

He found a retardatíon of

school achievement in problem

IrÍsh to native Engl-ish

Anoiher particularly interesting study Ís that of professor

I{iIliam F. Mackey36 involving tl're stucients of the John F. i(ennedy

Schule in Berlin. This school accepted both unilingual German chil-

dren and unilingual Englísh-speaking children of families stationed

in Berlin. In this study, the lor,¡a Achievement Test was adminÍstered

at the end of every second year siarting from the third grade. The

overall results indicated that the American pupils in tire school did

34Si"t., lfary j;rthur Ca::rorv, 'rLinguistic Functioning of Bi-
iingual and ì'lono1ingual Chirclren", iournal of Speeci-r and Hearing
Disorders, XXII (L957), pp . 37I-380.

35J. Mu"naniara, Bilingualism ancl Primar)z Education, Edinbu::gh
University Press, L966, p. L26.

36w. f. Mackey, Bilingu,SJ Ecluca. ,
Rovrley, Massachusetts: lieivouiry Iiouse Publishers, L972, p.-6.
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as \^/e11 as 65 percent of tl"re comparable American pupils in the

United States--the average percentile of the American pupils rvas 65.

German pupils of che same school did as rveil as 45 percent io 50 per

cent of the pupils in the United States v¡hen tested by the same

iirstrument, that is, the lorva Acirievemeni: Test administered in English.

I^Ielsh researches have produced abundantly in the area of bi-

lingualism; .admittedly, more rvith respect to intelligence, neverthe-

less, some throrv indirect light upon the study of bilingualism in

relation to scholastic achievement.

In Jones'37 tg52 study concerned wiî:h the language handicap

of I{e1sh-speaking children in an English verbal intelligence test;,

some useful ínformation was provided concerning the reading ability

oÍ bilingual children in their second language. Jones used Schonell's

Graded Reading Vocabulary Test for measuring the childrenrs mechanical

T,7ord pronouncing ability, and the Watts-Vernon Silent Reading Test io

assess their knowledge of word meanings and comprehension of sentences

and paragraphs. It r'/as found that there \ras a steady rise in reading

age in English as one passed from lorver to higher levels of initial

non-verbal mental abilíty--a 3.7 -year difference betleen the 60 I.Q.

caËegory and the 120 I.Q. category. In a further investigation,

Jones found a highty significani difference in English Reading

(Comprehension) between monoglot and bilingual groups, aged ten to

Ëwelve, of the same levels of non-verbal Íntelligence. Upon exËending

the analysis even further into the area of the rural-urban differen-

1A
'/!I.

University of
R. Jones, Bilingualism in i^Ie1sl-r Education, Cardiff ,
trr7ales Press , 1966, pp. LI7 -I45 ,
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tiation and into the area of the results of the i.Jetsh children in

English Reading and of English children in Welsh Reading, Jones

concluded:

"It, therefore, appeared that differences in English
attainment betrueen Englísl-r and i^lelsh groups of equal
intelligence and of similar social status rlrere more
srgnl_rrcant in rural areas than in urban areas,
r'¡hereas exactly the reverse was true in the case of
the corresponding differences in trle1sh Reading Com-
prehension. It ruas also evident from the results
that the performance of the tr{elsh group in English
as a second language r,,ras vastly superior to that of
the English group in l{elsh as a second language.
These findings clearly illustrate the extent. to
rvhicir an adequaie degree of supporting linguistic
background may contribute to success in the acquis-
ition of a second language."3B

Probably the most comprehensive and the most revealing evalu-

ation of the effect of bilingualism on scholastic achievement is ,that

undertaken by a ìfcGill Ëeam on the children of the St. Lambert experi-

menË. This experiment involved English-speaking childrqr at the

Kindergarten and Grade I levels rr¡here Freneh rvas. the language of

instruction. Tn Grade II, English instruction r¿as introduced through

English Language Arts wíth French remaining the main language of

ínstruction. trlhíIe each new group of studenis entering the program

was evaluated on a yearLy basis, it rvill suffice for the present

purposes to cite only the results of the first group of studenËs

at the end of their Grade IV ivith respecE to theír development

of skills in their home language--English, rvith respect to their

progress with French and with respect to their compeËence in

the non-language subject matter taught via the French

language--mathemaËics. The experimental pupils demons-
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trated that they were able to read, write, speak, understanci and use

English ås competently as the English control group. For example,

ihe adjusted means of the experimental pupirs \,¡ere even sLLghtLy

hígher than the English control group in the following sub-secLions

of the MetropoliËan Achievement Test: Inlord Knoi,rledge, Idord DiscrÍmi-

nation and Reading.

If the above strike as being unexpected finclings, the results

of the experÍmental children on their competence in French are even

more so. Indeed, it was demonstrated by their results on the Test de

Renderirent en Français that they as a class performed better than

approxirntely one-half of the French-speakíng pupils at their grade

lever in the normative sample. Also, the Experimental and French

control groups were found to perform equally vell on the test of

Listening comprehension. Finally, ihe experimental class r^/as noË

sígníficantly belorv the French control class on the French version

of the Peabody PÍcture Vocabulary Test.

Finally, with respect to achievement in mathematics (the non-

language subjecË taught via the French language), ihe resurts were

also most positive. There \Ázere no significant differences among

the groups on computational ski11s or problem solving as measured

by the lvletropolitan Test. To place these results in the proper per-

spective, ít must be reiterated that rhe Metropolitan Test is an

English insLrument and that the experimental group had received all

of their instruction in maËhematics through French. on the Lorge-

Thorndike measure, 
"ì"o admÍnistered in EnglÍsh, the experimental

group scored better than the English control group. Finarly, on the

Test de Rendement en calcu1, they scored better than approximatery

50 percent of the Grade 4 French pupils in Greater Montreal.
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Lambert and Tucker conclude their research with the reassuring

conÌment:

"After five years, we are satisfied that the Experimental
program has resulLed in no native language or subject
matter (i. e. arithrnetic) def ici'c or retardation of any
sort, nor is there any cognitive ret-arçl4tion attribut -
able to participaËion in ih" prog16*.',39

Another notev¡orthy study ís that conducted by Barik, Sr,¡ain

and McTavish with French irnmersion classes at Allenby Public School

in Toronto. The Allenby program was modeled after the one in Sr

Lambert discussed earlier. There is one important difference, hor.r-

ever, between the st. Lambert and the Allenby experiments; st. Lambert

is a suburb of Montreal, therefore, it is siiuated in a bilÍngual

milieu, whereas Allenby Public School in Toronto is located in a

unilíngua1 English environment.

The French immersion program at Allenby was started in

September, 197 1, wíth tv¡o kindergarten classes. The following year,

the program vTas continued at the kindergarËen 1eve1 and it r{as ex-

tended to Grade r. The plan calls for English Language Arts Ëo be

introduced in Grade II on the basis of one hour per day and to increase

gradually the amount of English instrucËíon subsequently unËi1 approxi-

mately half of the curricuLum ís taught in French and half in English.

The testing program at the kindergarten leve1 included Ëhe Metropolítan

Reading Test (Form A), the Stanford Early School Achievement Test

(Level I) and a French Comprehension Test. The results of this testing

program carried out in the Spring, 1973, reveal that at the end of the

kíndergarten year of an in¡nersion program, the pupils rtare as ready

39t¿. E, Lambert and G. R. Tucker, Bilingual Education of
thildre.n:-The St. Lambert Experiment, Newbury House Publical-ions,
Inc., 1972, p. L52.
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to enter an Englisl-r grade one as are pupils r¿ho have attencled an

English kindergarten, as far as numerical and English pre-reacling

skills are concernecl".40 Furthermore, wíth respect to French com-

prehension, the immersion grouprs results rrere comparecl with the

results of English classes on an English version of the same test.

ft was found thaË the kindergarten children in the French immersion

program could understand simple short stories in French as well as

their counterparts in the regular program did ín English.

The testing program also included those students v¡ho had

completed Ëheir second year in Ëhe inrnersion program. The ÞIetropoli-

tan Achievement Test (Primary r Battery, Form A), a French comprehen-

sion Test, Grade One Level, the Test de Rendement en Français

(Grade 1 Level , r97L-72 edition), and the Test de Rendemenr en

Mathématiques (Grade 1 Level; L97L-i2 edLtíon) rvere administered.

The results from these tests ruere found to be equally posl-

tive; the pupils in the French immersion program at the end of grade

one \47ere found to stand between the 40th and 60th percentiles,

suggesting that transfer of reading ski1ls to English occurred even

r,¡ithout formal reading instruction in English and it is the contenËíon

of the researchers that this slight lag will disappear once formal

reading instructíon in English is introduced.

It was further found that these pupils in the French irmnersion

Program aE the end of grade one had mastered as much mathematical know-

ledge via French as the pupils attending a regular English program had

40ä. c. Barik, M. sivain and I(. McTavish, 'rrÍmersion classes in
an English setËing: one t/ay for Les Anglais to Learn French'r, I{orking
Papers on BilinguaLism, Bilíngual Education project, orsE, rssue No. 2,
March 1974, pp. 38-59.
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via English, and could transfer this knowledge from French to English.

Iniith respect to French comprehension, although not attaining the

proficiency of native French-spealcing peers, these pupils had achieved

a level far superior to the English-spealcing counterparts r¡ho receive

20-40 minutes per day of instruction in French as a second language.

V. THEORBTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Havíng examined a substantíaI number of representative statis-

tíca1 studies dealing ¡vith the effect of bilingualism on intel1ígence

and scholastic achievement from as early as t]he L920's to the most

recent, a discussion of the theoretical considerations underlyíng

these studies ís r^¡arranted.

To summarize brLef.Ly, iL can be said that the majority of

investigations found that bilinguals generally achieved lower scores

on verbal intellígence tesËs whereas the difference on non-verbal

tests '$ras generally insignif icant. i,/hat r,¿ould explain this apparent

detrimental ef f ect? i'lith respect to scholastic achievement, the

results appear to be very contradictory. fs Ëhere any explanation

Ëhat might account for this phenomenon?

Negatíve Effects of Bilingualism

Few of the psychologists r¡ho have studied this problem have

attempted any explanation beyond rather vague references to a "language

handicaprr or 'rmental confusion". Other adherents of the theory that

bilingualism has detrimental effects on intelligence and scholastic

achievement contend that any individual who spealts two or more langu-

ages will experience interference due to the contact between them.
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one such theorist is trleinreich.4l i{e claims that a bilingualrs

speech in each language wí11 be different than it r.¡ould have been

had l're only learned one language. He attributes the language handi-

cap of bilinguals to rrinterlingual interference".

J. vernon Jurr""r,42"upports this vier¿ by statíng that bílingu-

alism for a child is an additional mental burden. Tending to rhink

in one language and to speak in another, the bilingual child *ay

become mentally uncertain and confused, ,particul arry íf he has only

a superficial knowledge of one language or if he is not of superior

inËellectual abiliLy". He adds that the bilingual child rvil1 tend Ëo

learn only by imitation and rote, that he will frequently suffer mental

fatigue, and that his originality of rhought will be impaired.

Another seemingly more scientifíc theory stems from the hypo-

thesis that bilingualism night affect the very structure of intellect.

rf a large proporËion of an individuar's intellectual ability is

acquired through experience and its transfer from one situation Êo

another, then the very structure of intellect r.¡ould vary from one

individual to anoËher. Evidently, the developmental process for

monolinguals and bilinguals is different with respect to language and

Ëhe learning of abiliËies depends greatly on language. Therefore,

bilinguals could have different and more complex contexts for learning

than monolinguals; hence their lower scores on tests of intelligence.

The retardation of bilinguals in scholastic achievement can

only be explained as a result of the confusion and complexity inherent

re, Lalguages in Contact, New
Circle of New Yorlc, 1953.

42-'-J. Vernon Jensen, rrEffects of Childhood
Elementary_English, Vo1. 39, February 1962, pp.

York, Linguistic

Bilingualismtr,
L32-I43.
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to bilingualism itself. The theorists who contend that bilingualism

becomes a mental burden in Ítself and produces confusion simply

proceed to state that, as a result, bilingual children will learn

less academic content and will probably suffer even more handicap

in the Ëesting situation rvhere ínterpretation and genuine under-

standing are most important requirements to success.

PosÍtive Effects of Bilingualísm

Notwithstanding the majority of the evidence, possibly because

they consider it unreliable in vier¿ of their lack of control of other

variables, there are theorists who contend tirat positive effects of

bilingualism on intelligence and scholastic achievement do exist

Peal and Lambert report Ehat several writers, assuming a lack of

identíty bet\,^7een language and thought, suggest thaË the learning of

two languages from childhood has favorable effects on the thinking

Process and hence on scholastic achievemenË. After extensive obser-

vations of the mental development of his own child, Leopold felt that

the bilingual child learns early to separate the sound of a word from

its referent. He v¡rites:

"I attribute this attitude of detachment from v¡ords
confidently to the bilingualism. Constantly hearing
the same things referred to by different v¡ords from
trvo languages, she had her attentior; 

^drar,rn to essen-
tíals, to content instead of form".4J

S. J. Evans of trniales also argues that the:

rrteaching of i^Ie1sh along rvith English does r,¡hat the
efficient study of any two languages must do: it
frees the mind f roni the tyranny of rr¡ords. It is
extremely difficult for a monoglot to dissociate
thought from words, but he rvho can express hís
ideas in Ewo languages is emancipated".44

43Leopo1d, op. cit., p. lB6.

44s. .l . Evans, ,Address of the
Granunar S choolsrr, I^la1es, 1953, p. 43 ,op. cÍt., p. 5.

Conference of Headmasters
ciËed by Peal and LamberË,

^cUI
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Peal and Lambert conclude that these arguilenLs lencl creclí-

bility to the idea that the type of benefit that comes from bilingu-

alism night not become apparent on standard intelligence tests. r1:

is also their contention that a case could be macle for ihe argument

that the studies finding no difference or a cleficit for bilinguals

were simpry using inappropriate measures. ïndeed, many investigators

have pointed out that much of the misconception linking childhood

bilingualism with intellectual impairment originatecl from low scores

on intelligence tests rvhich relied upon language faciILty, and these

authors go on to assert that the use of non-language testing materials

shows that the bilingual chíld ís nor necessaríly handicapped in

intellectual capacity or growth. Also, many of the investigations

have not taken into consideration the low socioeconomic level of the

children, their rural or urban backgrounds as well as the age and sex

factors.

Also, iL must be remembered that there were studies Ëhat

reported a positive relation between bilingualism, intelligence and

scholastic achievement. By far the mosË reliable and the most com-

prehensive of those cited in thÍs paper, is that of peal and Lambert

conducted in Montreal. The findings of that study have been exposed

earlier; however, a closer examination and an ínterpretation of Ëhese

results is ¡varranted ín thís sectíon. In their own interpretaLion of

the results, Peal and Lambert examine the phenomenon that bilinguals

scored hígher than monolinguals on non-verbal tests from t\^/o perspec-

Èives" First of all, they wonder rvhether the more intelligent chil-

dren, as measured by non-verbal tests of intelligence, are the ones

who become bilinguaL, or wheËher bilingualism itself has a favorable
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effect on non-verbal intelligence. 0n the other hand, it seems

l:easonâble to assume that it would be the more intelligenC chÍldren

who r,¡oulcl pick up the second language and become bilingual. Tne

alternative explanation, that bilingualism may in some vTay influence

non-verbal inielligence, seems equally reasonable, in vÍerv of

Anastasirs theory about non-verbal tests. she claims that some non-

verbal intelligence tests stress spatial and perceptual functions,

whereas others stress symbolic manipulation of abstract relations

and concepËs. A close analysis of Peal and Lambertrs non-verbal

subtests reveals that while the tT,vo groups performed similarly on

the spatial-perceptual type of test, the bilinguals performecl signifi-

cantly better on the mental reorganLzatÍon type. coming back to

Anastasi's nomenclature, it can be said Ehat the bilinguals performed

better on the type of non-verbal tests involving 'tconcept-formation

or symbolic flexibility". The explanation offered by Peal and Lamberi

is that people who learn to use two languages have trvo symbols for

every object. They are forced from an early age to conceptualize

environmental events ín. terms of their general properties ivithout

reliance on their linguistic symbols. Monolínguals, who may never

have been forced to form concepts or abstract ideas, could not be

expected to be as agile at concept-formaËion as the bilinguals and

they might appear to be handícapped comparatively.

Bilinguals also perÍormed better on verbal tests; where lies

the explanation of this totally unexpected finding? The authors

envisage it from two points of view. Firstly, they suggest that the

superior performance of the bilínguals on the verbal tests may siuiply
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be a reflection of their overall superíor intelligence. Tl-iey state:
rr. . . it appears tirat our bilinguals, instead of
suffering from "mental confusionrl or a illanguegg_
handicap" are profiting from a language assetr'.45

It may be, however, that their method of choosing ihe bi_

lingual sample, rÀ7as a signif icant factor. Since their test of bi-

lingualism was fairly stringent, those sufferíng from a r'language

hanelicaprr nay unintentione.lly hr:ve been eliminateet; that {s, tLroêê

who had not acquired a relatively Large English vocabulary (vrho may

have also been the less intelligent bilinguals) were not considered

sufficienËly bilingual for the study. As orDoheriy would say, only

rrgenuine bilinguals't as opposecl to trpseudo-biringuals'r may have been

íncluded. AË any rate, it appears thaË the genuine bilingual, having

mastered both languages, is clearly in an advantageous posirion

inte 1 le ctua 1 ly

The alternative explanation for the superíor performance of

bilinguals on verbal rests lies in the theory rhar the bilinguals,

having a more extended vocabulary would benefit from the overlap of

English and Frencll vocabularies. The bilingual would actually be

helped v¡hen functioning in either language by the positive transfer

derived from the other.

In sunroary, the theorísts r.¡ho defend bilingualism as having

positive effects on íntelligence and scholasLic achievement agree

that bilinguals, because of Èheir training in two languages, have

become better at concept formation and abstract thinking. Likewise,

because bilinguals have acquired experience in srvitching from one

language Ëo another, they will more easily solve problems v¡hich

involve a multi-dimensional approach; Èhat is, Ëhey have more

45PeaI and Lambert, gpj$, p. 11.
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flexibility in thinking.

Finally, this chapter has considered and evaluated critically

a great number of theoretical statements and a wide variety of studies.

Because of the problems involved in the research of ihis fielcl

(measurement of intelligence) measurement of scholastic achievement,

nìeasurenent of bilingualism, isolation from factors such as socio-

economic status, âgê, sex, the rural-urban differentiation, etc.),

many of the studies cannot be considered absolutely reliab1e.

Furthermore, the conclusions are often contradictory.

Nevertheless, the majority of studÍes concur on the fact that

bilinguals are at a disadvantage when verbal intelligence tests are

involved; consequently, their scores are usually depressed. On the

oËher hand, when intelligence tests of a non-verbai type are used,

the differerices beLween bi1ínguals and monolinguals are generarry

insignif icant. I^iith respect to scholastic achievement, if the bi-

lingual subjects have not attained a reasonable degree of competence

ín either or both or their languages, the usual instruments for

measurÍng scholasËic achievement will indicate lower results. If the

bilingual subjects have attained a functional competence in eiËher

or both languages, comparative and even superior results of scholastic

achievement are likely to emerge

Finally, it can

sígnificant, there

be said that while existing research is noË

all

have

is a tremendous amount. liost investigators

opened up ner¡7 åvenues to be explored furËher or verified by

means.other
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Inspircd by tltis research, tlte follor+iLrg stucly wj-ll- coüccn-

trate on a unique group of bÍ1inguals (Franco-Manitoban students);

unique, because they originate from basically French-speaking famí1ies

and their schooling has been carried ouL primarily in the English

language; tl-reir immediate envíronment is French, but the broader

societal environment ís very much English. The important variables)

as established through the reviev¡: bilingualism and type of bilinguals,

verbal and non-verbal Íntelligence, scholastic achievement and socio-

economic status, wilI be scrutínLzed rvith respect to this popuiation.

Furthermore, so as to avoid the pitfalls of previous studies, this

study will include such other variables as school grade 1eve1, sex

and residence in geographic terms. In order to provide even further

insight, an attempt will be made to discover the extent of use oi each'

of the trvo languages by the subjects in different domains as well as

Ëheir exposure to each language in different settings.
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH PROCEDURES

Subj ect s

A stratified random sampl-íng procedure of the proportional type

was used to select a 50 percent sample from the populatíon consisting

of Grade 4 and Grade 8 Franco-ManÍËoban studenËs of Seine River School

DivÍsion. Table r gives the numeríc breakdor¡n per grade per schooL.

TABLE I

PER GRADE PER SCHOOL NI]MERIC BREAKDOI.IN OF SUBJECTS

S chool Grade Total student Franco-Manitoban Sample
507.population students

St. Norbert 4

st. NorberË I

Ste. Anne 4

Ste. Anne I

Richer

Lorette 4

Lorette I

I1e-des-Chênes 4

La Broguerie 4

La Broquerie 8

Woodridge 4

sr. AdoLPhe 4

sr. Adolphe B

r04

67

B9

7A

30

32

72

37

34

4L

20

25

29

28

30

69

52

19

20

33

20

22

2B

9

T7

T9

T4

15

34

26

10

10

L7

10

11

T4

5

9

10
Total 37r

273

204

r62

103

82

lotal 644 366 185
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The Qugstionnaire

The randomly-selected sample r¡ras administered a questionnaire

consistÍng of five major parts (see Appendix A).

Part I sought particular details of the subject answering the

questionnaire solely for identÍfication purposes: age, grade, sex, etc.

Part II surveyed the proportional amounts of English and French

to whfch the students r,lere exposed, as r,¡ell as the proportional amountg

v¡hich they themselves used both at home and at school, and both with

parents and peers. The decisive question for purposes of determining

the suitability of the subject for this study was the first question

of Part II. Those sÈudents who completed the following sËatement with

either of the two fírst alternatives were rejected from the sample:

At home, my parents speak French

a) sometimes (O-25"/")

b) about half of rhe rime ( 25%-75"A)

c) mosr of the time (75%-l_002.)

There vras a total of nine such cases; these are not included

in the sample nor do they form part of the figures in the last two

col-usrrs of TABLE r. The rationale for this {ecísion resËs wíth the

defíniËion of a Franco-Manítoban student stated earlier.

Part rrr lras a modern adaptation of sewell¡s ,Family socio-

economic scalett (shorÈ Form). The purpose of this part $ras to estab-

lish in what bracket of socioeconomic status each subject would be

class ifíed.

Part ïv consisted of a hlord Association Test" This test of

bi1íngua1ísm ís

Lambert in L962

dren ín a group

based on an association fluency technique deveLoped by

to make the technigue appropriate for use B¡ith chi.l-

settfng. French and English words v¡ere presented
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alternately and the chfldren r¡¡ere asked to qTrite dov¡n as many words

as they could ttrink of in the same language as the stimulus; worde

which seemed tortgo withrror I'bel-ong with'r the stimulus word. An

interval of 60 seconds was allowed for association to each word.

For each subject, the sum of the associations to all the French

words were calculated (NF). The same was done for the associatione

to Ëhe Englísh words (NE). The two sums ürere used to form a balance

score:

Balance score: NF-NEx100
NF + NE-

A zeto score would indicate perfect balance beËween the Ër.ro

languages, a plus score would mean French dominance, and a minus

score English dominance

Part V, the final parÈ of the questionnaire, consísted of a

trrlord Det_ection TesÈ. This test r^ras developed by Lambert and his

associates in 1959 for use in a group setting. It is assumed here

that bilingualism will express itself in the facility of finding

short embedded EnglÍsh and French words in a series of letters such

as DANSONODEND. The subjecËs were given 1| minutes to work on each.

Approximately equal numbers of English and French words are embedded

ín each group of leËters. A balance r.¡as obtaÍned here, similar to

the one described above.

Admínistering the Questíonna_ire

Upon uraking arrangements wiËh the superintendenË and the

príncipals of the schools, the writer was allowed to meet the subjects

for the purpose of administeríng the questionnaire in group settings

in the reepectfve schools during schooL hours.
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Tn adminisÈering the questlonnaíre to Ëhe studenËs, all

Ínstructions ÞJere given fírst in French and then repeated in English.

Procedures for Collecting Data

The studentst scores of verbal and non-verbal intelligence

(Lorge-Thorndike) and the studentrs scholastíc achievement results

(Canadían Tests of Basic Skills) were secured from the âtudents'

cumulative records. These scores and the answers to the questíonnaire

were tabulaÈed and collected in a code book.

Treatment of the Data

The students I resulËs on the Word Associatíon Test and on

the vlord Detection Test were first processqd separately through the

formula indicated earlíer to produce a balanced score. A zero score

on these tests r¿ould mean perfect balance, a positive score would

mean French dominance and a negative score would mean English dornin-

ance. The number of subjects falling into each score range for each

test is indicated in TABLE II. In order to establish the type of

bilingualism of each subjecË, it was necessary then to merge each

studentts score on the tr^Iord Association Test and on the trIord Detec-

tíon Test into one combined score. Since the l^Iord Association Test

Tras more lengthy and hence probably more reliable than the Word

Detectíon Test, each studentrs combíned score was determined by

placing hÍm/her at a point on the number scale one-third of the

dístance from his/her result on the trrlord Association Test and two-

thirds of the distance from hís/her result on the irlord Detection Test.

The number of subjects fallíng into each score range for the Word

Associ.atlon Test and the l,Iord DeÈection Test combíned, appears in

TAtsLE TI"
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TABLE II

S]]T]DENTS I RESULTS ON TESTS OF BILINGUALISM

Number of subiects
Score range I.rlord

Association
Tes Ë

Word
Detection

Test

I,IAT and trIDT

combined

*5 and up

*5 to *1

0

-1 to -5

-6 ro -10

-11 to -l-5

-L6 to -20

-2L to -25

-26 to -30

-31 ro -35

-36 ro -40

-40 to -45

-46 to -50

-51 ro -55

-56 and dor,¡n

0

2

1

23

40

43

30

24

9

7

3

0

2

I

0

0

3

13

20

20

27

26

27

L4

L7

7

5

3

2

0

0

1

3

L7

31

46

28

29

19

6

2

3

0

0

0

rt was then necessary to establish the categories or types

of bilinguals from this Table. whíle ir had been anricípared that

three groups of bilinguals would emerge in a reasonable distribution,

such was not the case. rndeed, of the 185 subjects, only one subject

emerged r¡rith a positive score (+1 ), so close to the 0 mark that he

had to be consídered a balanced bilingual. Therefore, îriÈh al-l-

subjects faLLing on the number scale from *1 to -45 on the Word
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Association Test and the word Detection TesË combined, ít became

obvious that for all intente and purposes, there remained only bí-

linguals v¡ith a loqr English dominance (subjects fa11íng in the

negative range, but closest to the zero mark) and subjects wíth a

high English domÍnance (subjects fa1líng Ín the negative range and

farthest from the zero mark). These caËegorÍes qrere establíshed

through the folLowfng procedure. rhe number of subjects in each of

the possible score ranges lrere suurtrred up and then dívided by two ín

order to establish tn¡o categories of bilinguals. trrlhen the totaL

number of subjects qras divided by two, 92 or 93 subjects should

have been classified in each of the tv¡o types of bilingualism. such

an even breakdorv'n was not possible, however, because of the uneven

distribution in the various score ranges. TABLE rrr shor¿s the number

of subjects falling into each type of bilingualism. Any student

scoring -15 and upwards v¡as classified as a bilingual with a 1ow

Englísh domínance and any student scoring -16 and downwards was

cLassÍfíed as a bílinguaI Ì'riËh a high English dominance.

TABLE III

NÏ]I,IBER OF SUBJECTS FOR EACH ]YPE OF BILINGUALISM

e of bilineualism Number of sub

Low Engl-ish dominance

High English dominance

Ïhe data ç¡ere also arranged according to socíoeconomic status.

ÏABLE IV índicates the distribution for each of the scores from 7 to

22 (wi.th 25 being the híghest possible score) on Seq¡ell's Family

Socioeconomic Scale (Short Forn). Three categories of socioeconomic

9B

87

Score

-15 and upwards

-l-6 and dornmwards
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status were then established through the following procedure. The

number of subjects in each of the possible scores lrere surtrned up and

then divided by three ín order to establish three categories of socio-

economÍc level. hlhen the total number of subjects ürere dívided by

three, 61 or 62 subjects should have been classified ín each of the

three Levels of socioeconomic staËus. such an even breakdov¡n was

not possible, however, because of the uneven distribution in the

TABLE IV

STUDENTS I SCORES FOR SOCIOECONOT"TIC STATUS

Score Number of subjects Score Number of subjects

>22

22

2L

20

L9

18

L7

L6

15

0

1

4

10

13

19

20

L6

18

L4

13

I2

11

10

9

B

7

7

26

22

13

10

I
4

0

1

0

varlous scores. TABLE v shows the number of subjects per leveI.

Any student who scored between 18 and 22 was classified as belonging

to the high socioeconomic level, between 14 and 17 as belonging to

the middle Level, and between 7 and l-3 as belonging to the low level.

The data were then arranged according to each Level, the high being

placed ffrst follor,¡ed by Èhe middle and then the 1oçr.
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The three socioeconomic leve1s (TABLE V) were then sub-divided

according to type of bílingualism (TABLE III). TABLE VI shor,¡s rhe

total- number of subjects ín each category according to type of bi-

lingualism and socioeconomic 1eve1. The high socioeconomic 1eve1 had

28 bilÍnguals with a high English dominance, and 19 bilinguals with a

1ow English dominance. The middle socioeconomic leve1 had 30 bi-

linguals with a high EnglÍsh domínance and 50 bilinguals wíth a low

English dominance. The low level T;.ad 29 bilinguals with a high

English domínance and 29 bilinguals qzith a lor¿ English dominance.

TABLE V

NUMBER OF SUBJECTS FOR EACH SOCIOECONCÈ{IC LEVEL

Socioeconomíc leve1 Number of subjects

Hígh

t"Iiddle

Low

TABLE VI

NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN ]TPES
AND SOCIOECONCD,IIC

OF BILINGUALISI,I
STATUS

SES Total

Hígh 2B

19

30

50

29

29

Middle

47

80

58

S core

TB-22

L4-L7

7 -r3

Type of bi1íngualism

ilígh Bnglish dominance

Low English dominance

High English dominance

Low English dominance

High English dominance

Low English dominance

185
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Type of Analysis Performed

The seven nul1 hypotheses formulated earlíer !¡ere tested ín

the foLlowing fashion. Ihe scores and ansl¡ers collected in the

code book ì¡lere processed through the Health Sciences Computer

Center of the Uníversity of Manítoba via SOL (Sratisrics On-Líne).

Hypotheses one, five, six and seven Írere tested by means of

a chi-square (On-Line Statistical Program ST 23); this analysis

gives the observed frequency as well as the expected frequency and

indicates if there is an overal-1 signíflcant difference between the

tÌ,¡o.

For hypotheses tv¡o, three and four, a facËorial analysis of

variance wíth unegual replicaËion in each cel1 (On-tine Statistical-

Program S'1 44) was performed.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS

I. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Soci-oeconomic Level- and Ty.pe of Bilingualism

The first hypothesis serves to investigate the rel_ationship

between socfoeconomic status and types of bí1ingualism.

Hypothesis I - For sËudents of different socioeconomic level there

is no sígnificant difference in Ëheír type of bi-

lingualÍsm.

Tg¡f,n VII gives the number of subjects in each cell.

TABLE VII

NIN{BER OF SUBJECTS ACCORDING TO TYPE OF BTLINGUALIS},I

AND SOCIOECONCIvÍIC LEVEL

TYPE OF BILTNGUALISI{ Socioeconomic status
High l4iddLe

High EnglÍsh dominance

Low English dominance

2B

19

29

29

A chi-square anaLysis r^ras performed. The analysis gave the

observed frequencÍes and the expected frequencies as indicated in

TABLE VIII.

This anal-ysis reveal-ed a sígnif icant dlff erence at the .05

1evel betr¿een socioeconomic status and Ëype of bilingualism. Nu11

hypothesis one is, therefore, rejected.
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TABLE VIII

OBSBRVED FREQUENCIES AND EXPECTED FREQUENCIES FOR TYPE OF

BILINGUALISM AND SOCIOECONOT.IIC STAI'IJS

TYPE OF BILINGUALISM Socioeconomic status
Iiígh MÍddLe Low

High English
dominance

Low English
dominance

OBSERVED

EXPECTED

OBSERVED
E)rPECTED

28
22.L

L9
24.9

30
37 .6

50
42.4

29
27 .3

29
30.7

An inspection of T.ABLE vrrr reveals thaË subjects from the

high socioeconomic leveL are considerably over-represenËed in the

high English dominance category and consequently under-represenËed

in low English dominance. rn the low socioeconomic leveI, there is

exactly the same number of subjects (29) faLring in each of the

language categories. rn terms of the observed frequencies with

respect Ëo the expected frequencies, the same pattern appears as

in the hígh socioeconomÍc category although here the difference is

a very miníma1 one. Subjects of middle socioeconomÍc status differ

from the other two levels; they are considerably more numerous in

the 1ow English domínance category and while the expected frequencies

predícted such an outcome, the difference is considerably greater than

antícipated.

So:i9e="or=ro*ig L?v=ef, S"hool Grade Leve1, Type of BilÍrgralis*,
and Scholastic Achievement

The second hypothesis deals with the measured level of schol-

astic achievement of the subjects, taking into consideration their

dífferent socfoeconsmÍc levels and their types of bilíngualism.
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Hypothesfs 2 - For sËudents of differenË school grade revels

(Grade 4 and Grade B), of different socíoeconomic

level and of different type of bílÍngualísm there

ís no signíficant difference in their measured

level of scholastic achíevemenË.

For thís analysis, subjects from Grade

Grade I were fírst of all processed separately

processed together through the same analysis.

4 and subjecte from

and then joined and

rn the first instance then, socioeconomic status (Factor A)

has. three Ievels--hígh, rniddle and low. Type of bÍlingualism
(Factor B) has two levels--high English dominance and low English
domÍnance. TABLE rx shows the number of observations in each cerl.

TABLE IX

NI]MBER OF SUBJECTS (GRADE 4) FOR ANALYSTS ON LEVEL

OF SCHOLASTIC ACHTEVEI,fENT
L

TYPE oF BTLTNGUALTSM socíoeconomlc srarus
High Middle Low

High English

Low English

dominance

domÍnance

15

10

1B

25

L9

L6

TABLE x reveals an ínteresting patËern lríth respect to the

means of scholastic achievement for each cell. The pattern is as

anËicipated; the means of scores on schol-astic achievement are higher
for the high sES subjecrs (3.592) rhan for rhe niddle sES subjecrs

(3.328) and higher for rhe uÍdd1e sES subjecrs (3.32g)rhan for rhe

LoÌr SES subjecrs (3.069)
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TABLE X

MEANS OF TITE EFFECTS OF TYPE OF BILINGUALIS},T AND

ON SCHOLASTIC ACHIEVEI"IENT FOR GRADE 4

SOCIOECONCÞ{IC STATUS

SUBJECTS

TYPE OF BILTNGUALISM Socioeconomic status
High Middle Lov¡ Mean

High Bnglish domlnance

Low English dominance

3. 460

3.790

3. 100

3.492

3.205

2.906

3.242

3.367

Mean 3.592 3.328 3.069 3.304

Nothrithstanding the pattern evolvíng in TABLE X, TABLE XI shor.rs no

sígníficant difference between socioeconomic status and measured level

of scholastic achievement; it sirnply approaches significance at the

.05 leve1.

TABLE XI

ANALYSTS OF VARTANCE ON TYPE OF BrLrNcuALrsM, socroEcoNce{rc srATUs AND

LEVEL OF SCHOIASTIC ACHIEVE},IENT FOR GRADE 4 SUBJECTS

Source of Variation SS DF MS F

Socíoe.conomic status

Type of bi1ínguaLisrn

Interaction (A x B)

Error

(A)

(B)

0.327

0.030

0.146

87.962

2 0.163

I 0.030

2 0.07 3

0.907

2.86

0.52

L.28

97
Aá jrlcta¿l Error 0.0i7

For Grade 4 subjects, therefore, with respect to socioeconomic

status, hypothesis two is accepted. TABLE XI also shor¡s no significant
dÍfference between Ëype of bilingualism (Factor B) and measured 1evel

of scholastic achievement. l^Iith respect to type of bilingualism,
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in-so-far as the Grade 4 subjects are concerned, null hypothesis

two Ís, therefore, accepted, Although the analysis revealed no

significant difference betv¡een type of bÍlingualism and scholastic

achievement, it is interesting to note that the mean of scores on

scholastíc achievement for subjects of 1ow English dominance was

slightly higher (3.367)rhan rhar for subjecrs of high English

dominance (3.242)

The inÈeractíon effect of socioeconomic sÈatus and type of

bilinguaLism on measured leveL of scholastic achievement for Grade 4

subjects was found not to be significant.

The second analysis r¡íÈh respect to hypothesis two Ís that

involving the 82 Grade I subjects of the study. rn this instance,

socioeconomic level (Factor A) has three levels--high, middle and

low. Type of bílingualism (Factor B) has two levels--high English

dominance and low English dominance. TABLE xrr shows the number of

observatíons ín each celL

TABLE XII

NTTMBER 0F SUBJECTS (GRADE 8) FOR ANALYSTS ON LEVEL

OF SCHOLASTIC . ACHIEVM{ENT

TYPE OF BILINGUALISM Socioeconomic status
MiddleHigh Low

Hígh English dominance

Lcrw English dominance

13

9

T2

25

10

13
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The means of scores on scholastic achíevement for Grade B sub-

jecls are recorded ín TABLE XIII; approximately the same pattern as.for

Grade 4 appears; the hígher sES groups tendÍng to score hígher on

scholastic achievement.

TABLE XIII

MEANS 0F THE EFFECTS OF TYPE OF BILINGUALISM AND SOCIOECONCI"ÍIC STATuS

ON SCHOLASTIC ACHIEVN,IENT FOR GRADE 8 SUBJECTS

IYPE OF BILINGUALISM Socloeconomic status
Mídd1eHigh Low Mean

High English dominance

Low English domínance

6.892

6.744

6.7L7

6. 868

6 .450 6 .7 06

6. 308 6.689

!lean 6.832 6. 819 6 .37 0 6. 696

Again, however, while the same pattern appears, TABLE xrv shor,¡s

no significant difference between socíoeconomic status and measured /
leve1 of scholastíc achievement for Grade I subjects. hlith respect

to socioeconomic status of Grade B subjects, nul.l hypothesis two is,
therefore, accepted. TABLE xrv also shor,¡s no signíficant difference

bqtween Èype of bilingualism (Factor B) and measured leve1 of scholas-

tÍc achievement for the 82 Grade I subjects. On this basis, therefore,

nul1 hypothesis two of no significant difference between socioeconomic

level, type of bilingualism and measured level of scholastic achieve-

ment is accepted.

Thís hypothesis v¡as further verified by combining Grade 4

and Grade B subjects. For thís analysis, there are, Ëhen, three

factors. Socioeconomic staËus (Factor A) has three leveIs--high,
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TABLE XIV

ANALYSTS OF VARTANCE 0N TYPE OF BTLTNGUALTSM, SOCTOECONOMTC STATUS AND

LEVBL OF SCHOI*ASTIC ACHIEVE.MENT FOR GRADE B SUBJECTS

-Source of Variation SSDFMSF

Socioeconomic status

Type of bilingualism

Interaction (A x B)

Error

(A)

(B)

0.243

0. 003

0.029

80.578

2

1

2

76

0.L22

0. 003

0. 015

1. 060

L.4L

0. 04

0.r7

Adiusted error

middl-e and low. Type of bilingualism (Factor B) has rwo levels--high

English dominance and 1ow English dominance. The third factor, school

grade 1eve1s (Factor c) has two levels--Grade 4 and Grade g. TABLE xv

gives the number of observations for each cell.

TABLE XV

NI]MBER OF SUBJECTS (GRADE 4 AND GRADE 8) FOR ANALYSIS ON LEVEL

OF SCHOLASTIC ACHIEVE}IENT

School Grade
Level

Type of
Bilingualism

Socioeconomic status
MiddleHigh

High English
dominance

Low English
dominance

19

16

15

10

18

25

High English
dominance

Low English
domínance

10

13

I2

25

13
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TABLE XVI gives the means of scores on scholastic achievemenË

accordíng to socíoeconomic status and types of bilingualism for

Grade 4 and Grade B subjects. It illustrates that high SES sub-

jects obËaín better scores on scholastic achievement than middle

sES subjects (5.1-09 ro 4.g42) and middle sES subjecrs obrain higher

scores than lor¿ sES subjects (4.942 to 4.378). This is rhe expected

pattern and it corroborates the fíndings stated in the revíev¡ of

the literature.

TABLE XVI

MEANS OF THE EFFECTS OF TYPE OF BTLINGUALIST4 AND SOCIOECONCNqIC STATUS

ON SCHOLASTIC ACHIEVEMENT FOR GRADE 4 AND GRADE B SUBJECTS

TYPE OF BILINGUALISM Socioeconomic status
l"liddle Lor¿ lieanHigh

Gr. 4 Gr. B Gr. 4 Gr. I Gr. 4 Gr. B

High Englísh dominance 3.460 6,892 3.100 6,7L7 3.205 6.450 4.636

Low English dominance 3.7g0 6.744 3.4g2 6.868 2.906 6.308 4.96'0

Ilean 5.109 4.942 4.378 4.808

In thís case, not only ís the pattern consistent, but as indic-

ated in TABLE XVII, the analysis of variance produced significance at

the ,05 level between socioeconomic status and measured level of scholas-

tic achÍevement

In the separate analysis of Grade 4 and Grade B subjects, these

factors had been found not to be significant a1-though in the case of

the analysis of the Grade 4 subjects, they had been found to approach

slgnlficance at the .05 leveL
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TABLE XVII

ANALYSTS OF VARTANCE ON TYPE OF BTLTNGUALTSM, SOCTOECONOMTC STATUS

AND LEVEL OF SCHOLASTIC ACHIEVEMENT FOR

GR.ADE 4 AND GRADE 8 SUBJECTS CCI,IBINED

Source of VarÍation SS DF MS

Socioeconomic staÈus (A) 0.524

Type of bilingualísm (B) 0.007

2 0,262

1 0.007

r 33.4L9

2 0.062

2 0.023

r 0.026

2 0.026

3.73*.

0.10

47 5 .53*r<

0. 8B

0. 33

0.37

0.37

School grade level (C)

Interaction (Æ{B)

Interactfon (Æ(C)

Interactíon (BXC)

ïnteraction (ÆßXC)

33.4L9

0.I24

0. 046

0,026

0.051

Eqqor 168. 5 39 tt 3 O .97 4Adjusted error _ öló7õ _

(**significant at rhe .Ol level; *ar rhe .05 level)

Nu11 hypothesis Ëwo is, therefore, rejected in-so-far as socioeconomic

status and measured 1eve1 of scholastic achievement are concerned.

with respect to type of bí1íngualism and scholasÈic achíevement,

TABLE xvrr indicates no significant difference. rt is interesting

to note, however, from TABLE XVI that the mean of scores on scholastic

achíevement for students of l-ow English dominance (4,960) is greater

than that for srudents of high English domínance (4.636). The rhird

factor, school grade level is, of course, signifícant beyond the.01
lever with respect to scholastic achievement; the two grades being

Grade 4 and Grade 8.

. lhe interaction effect of socioeconomic staËus and type of

bilíngual-ism on scholastic achÍevement was found not to be sÍgnificant.
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The interactíon effect of socíoeconomic st¿rËus and school grade

level on scholastic achÍevement was also found not to te significant

nor lJas the three-way interaction effect of socioeconomic status,

type of bílingualism and school grades on measured Level of scholas-

Hypothesis three deal-s with the effect of socioeconomic

status and type of bilingualism on measured level of verbal inter-
1 Ígence .

Hypothesis 3 - For students of different socioeconomic level and of

different type of bilingualism, there Ís no signifi-

cant difference in theír measured leve1 of verbal

intelligence.

TABLE xvrrr shows the number of observations in each cel1

with socioeconomic status (Factor A) having three levels--high,

míddle and 1ow and types of bilingualism (Factor B) having rwo

levels--high English dominance and 1or¿ English dominance.

TASLE XVIII

NI]MBER OF SUBJECTS FOR ANALYSIS ON VERBAL INTELLTGENCE

TYPE OF BILINGUALISM Socioeconomic status
MiddleHigh Low

tic achíevement.

Socioeconomíc LeveL of Bilíngualism and Verbal Intelliqence

Hígh English dominance

Low English dominance

2B

L9

30

50

29

29

TABLE XIX indicares Ëhar hÍgh SES

of verbal intelLigence (95.213)rhan middle

niddle SES subjects have a hígher level_ of

subjecËs have a higher level

SES subjects (90.750) and

verbal Íntellígence (90.750)
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Ëhan 1ow SES subjects (86.948).

TABLE XIX

MEAl,lS 0F THE EFFECTS 0F SOCIOECONOI,ÍIC STAÏUS

AND TyPE OF BILINGUALIS},I ON

VERSAL INTELLIGENCE

TYPE OF BILINGUALISM Socíoeconomic status
High l"liddle Lov¡ lvfean

High English dominance 95.607

Low English dominance 94.632

88,267

92.240

86,5s2

87 .34s

90.0Sl

9r.255

Mean 95.2L3 90.7 50 86"9 90.692

TABLE xx indicates that type of bilingualísm is nor signifi-

cant. l{ith respect to type of bilingualism, null hypothesis three

must, therefore, be accepted. Examínation of TABLE xrx reveals

nevertheless that subjects of 1ow English dominance obtained a

highen score (91.255)than subjecrs of high English dominance (90.057)

on measured levei. of verbal intelligence.

TABLE XX

ANALYSIS 0F VARIANCE ON SOCToECONOT'{ÏC STATUS, TypES OF BTLTNGUALTSM

AND VERSAL TNTEI,LIGBNCE

Source of Variation

Socioeconomic status

Type of bilingualism

Interaction (ÆE)

Error

(A)

(B)

67 ,579

2,395

6.289

31393. 7B

33.789

2.395

3. 145

L7 5 .384

5.49**

0. 39

0.51
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The ínteraction effect of socíoeconomíc sËatus and Èype of

bilingualism on measured level of verbal fntellígence v¡as found not

Èo be sÍgnificant.

The fourth hypothesÍs is concerned v¡íth the effect of socio_

economic status and type of bilingualism on measirred level of non_

verbal inte11Ígence.

Socioeconomic Level of Bilingualism and Non-Verbal Intelli
Hypothesis 4 - For students of different socioeconomíc level and of

different type of bí1íngualism, there is no signífi_
cant difference in theír measured leve1 of non-verbal

intelligence.

TABLE xx shovrs the number of observatíons in each cell. rn

this analysís, socioeconomic status (Factor A) has three levels--
high, uriddle and 1ow. Types of bilingualism (Facror B) has two

leve1s--high Engl-ish dominance and low English dominance.

ïn an identical fashion as Ëhe pattern of scores observed

for verbal intelligence and sES in TABLE xrx, TABLE xxrr shows rhat

high sES subjects have a higher level of non-verbal intelligence

(104.745)thaù rniddle sES subjects (g9.2lz)and rhat middle sES sub-

jects in turn have a higher 1evel of non-verbal intelligence (gg.2L2)

than low SES subjecrs (gS.g7g).

TABLE XXI

NI]MBER OF SUBJECTS FOR ANALYSIS ON NON-VER3AL INTELLIGENCE

TYPE OF BILINGUALISM Socioeconomic status
l{íddleHigh Low

High

Low

English dominance

English dominance

29

29

30

50

2B

19
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TABLE XXII

MEANS OF THE EF'FECTS OF SOCIOECONCNqIC SÎATUS

AND TYPE OF BILINGUALISM ON

NON-VERSAL TNTELLIGENCE

TYPE OF BILINGUALISM Socíoeconomic status
Hígh Middle Low Mean

High English dominance

Low English domínance

r04 .464

105.1s8

98.567

99.600

98.345 100.391

93.4L4 98.849

Mean L04.7 45 99.2L2 95 .879 99 .57 3

TABLE XXIII

ANALYSIS 0F VARTAIICE ON SoCTOECONOIÍTC STATUS, TypES OF BTLINGUALTSM

AND NON-VERBAL INTELLIGENCE

Source of Varíatíon SS DF MS F

Socioeconomíc sÈatus

Type of bilingualism

Interaction (ÆfB)

Error

(A)

(B)

81.900

L.7 LL

LL.22L

36760.s3r

2

1

2

179

40. 9s 0

I "7TL

5.610

20s.366

5.68**

0.24

0.78'

US

Socioec,onomic status as indicated in TABLE XXIII was found to

be signíficant beyond the .01 level. I^fith respect to socioeconomic

status, therefore, hypothesis four must be rejected.

TABLE )Q(III indicaËes Lhat $rith respect to non-verbal intel-

ligence, type of bilingualism is not sígnificant. As far as type of

bilingualism is concerned, therefore, hypothesis four must be accepted.

In the case of verbal intel-l1gence, it had been noted that although
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Èype of bilingualism was not significanË, the subjects of low English

dominance had scored slightly higher rhan rhe subjects of high

English dominance. Here, with respect to non-verbal intelligence,

it is the opposite whÍch appears; the subjecrs of high English

dorninance scored slightly higher (100.39t¡trran the subjects of low

Englísh dominance (98.847). This is ílLustrared in Figure r.

101
100

99
9B
97
96
95
94
93
92
9L
90
B9

Verbal Non-Verbal
Inte11Ígence Intelligence

FIGURE I

ILLUS]RATION OF VER3AL INTELLIGENCE AND NON-VERBAL INTELLIGENCE

}ÍEAN SCORES FOR TYPES OF BILINGUALS

School Grade Level and Tvoe of Bilingrral-ism

Hypothesis fíve was designed to discover whether subjects of

either of the two grade leve1s were significantly over-represented in

one or the other of the types of bilingualism.

Hypothesis 5 - For students of different school grade levels (Grade 4

and Grade 8), there is no significant difference in

thelr type of blLingualism.

TABLE )O(IV sho¡¿s the number of observations in each cell.

High Eng. Don.

Low Eng. Dom.
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TABLB XXIV

NI]M3ER OF SUBJECTS ACCORDING TO TYPE OF BILINGUALISM

AND SCHOOL GRADE LEVELS

TYPE OF BILINGUALISIÍ School Grade Levels
Grade 4 Grade I

High English dominance

Low English dominance

52

51

35

47

A chi-square analysis $ras performed. Ihe analysis gave the

observed frequencÍ.es and the expected frequencies as illustrated in

TABLE }OTV.

TABLE XXV

OBSERVED FREQUENCIES AND EXPECTED FREQUENCIES FOR TYPE OF BILINGUALISM

AND SCHOOL GRADE LEVELS

TYPE OF BILINGUALISM School Grade Levels /
Grade 4 Grade I

High English domínance OBSERVED
EXPECTED

Low English dominance OBSERVED
EXPECTED

52
48.4

51
s4.6

35
38. 6

47
43.4

Thís analysis revealed no sígnificant difference betlveen school

grade leve1s and types of bilingualism. IlypothesÍs five is, therefore,

accepted. Indeed, the Grade 4 subjects divíded as evenly as r,¡as

possible into the'two types of bilingualísm; 51 in the 1ow English

dominance type and 52 in the hígh English dominance type. The Grade I

subjects, however, r^rere found to be considerably over-represented in

the 1ov¡ EnglÍsh domínance type (47) as opposed to 35 in the high

English dominance type.
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Area of Residence and Type of Bilingualism

Hypothesis six deals v¡íth the varíous geographic regions

trithin the school division and seeks to determíne v¡hether one or

the other of the t$ro types of bilingualism prevails sígníficantly

in any of the saÍd regions.

Hypothesis 6 - For students of different regions

division there is no significant

type of bilingualism.

A chí-square analysis was performed Ëo deËermíne rvhether

there Íras a sígnifícant difference between type of bílingualism and

the designated geographÍc regions of the school divÍsíon. lhe

analysis gave the observed frequencies and the expected frequencies

as sho$rn in TABLE ÐWI.

TABLE XXVI

OBSERVED FREQUENCIES AND EXPECTED FREQUENCIES FOR GEOGRAPHIC

REGTONS AND TYPE OF BILINGUALISI4

TYPE OF BILINGI]ALISM

St. Adolphe & Lorerte Ste. Anne La Broquerie

withín the school

difference in theír

257
32.9

45
37 .r

High English
dominance

Low English
domínance

OBSERVED

EXPECTED

OBSERVED
EXPECTED

34
22.6

L4
25,4

2L
17 .¿+

I6
L9.6

14.7

23
15.9

The chí-square analysis revealed a signíficant difference

beyond the .01 level befiqeen types of bílingualism and the geographic

regions of the dívision. Hypothesis six must, therefore, be rejected.

It is inËeresËíng to note Ëhat the closer a regíon is to the city of

Winnipeg, the greater the number of subjects in the high English

dominance type and conversely, the further the region is fron the city,

St. Norbert & Ile-des-Chenes Rícher & lloodridge &
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the greater the number of subjects ín the Low English dominance type.

FÍgure II illustrates in a percentage fashion the number of subjects

from each region belonging to the tliro types of bilinguals.

HIGH ENGLISH DOMINANCE LOW ENGLISH DOI4INANCE

70.87" St. Norbert and St. o1 29.2%

56,9"/. Ile -des -Chenes nd Lorette 43.2%

64.3"A35.7% Richer nd Ste. Anne

23.3% I^l e and La Br uerÍe

FIGI]RE 2 .

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION FRO{ REGIONS INTO

THE TT,TO TYPES OF BILINGUALISI,I

Sex and Type of BiLingual"ism

The fínai- hypothesís looks at the sex distríbution of the

subjects inËo the tr^ro types of bilingualism. ,
Hypothesis 7 - For boys and girls, there is no signífícant difference

. ín theír type of bilingualism.

A chi-square analysis was performed. It gave the observed

frequencies and the expected frequencies as illustrated in TABLE )OffII.

TABLE XXVII

OBSERVED FREQUENCIES AND EXPECTED FREQUENCIES FOR SEX DISTRIBUTION

IN TYPES OF BILINGUALISM

IYPE OF BILINGUATISI,I Sex Distribution
Malee Females

Hígh EnglÍsh domínance

Low Englfsh domÍnance

OBSERVED
EXPECTED

OBSERVED
E)TPECTED

51
42.8

36
44.2

40
48.2

5B
49.8
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The analysis indicated that there exists a significant

difference beyond the .05 level between sex distríbution and the

types of bilingualism of the subjects. rndeed, as further illus-

trated graphícally in Figure 2 ín a percentage fashion, the boys

divided 58.6 percent Ín the high Englísh dominance type and 41.4

percent in the 1ow English dominance type. The girls divided

almost exactly in the same percentage but in the inverse order of

the boysr distribution. The greater number r,rent to the 1or,¡ English

dominance type (59.3"/") and the difference (40.7%) r¡renr ro the high

EnglÍsh dominance type.

100
90
BO

70
60
50
40
30
20
10

0

Boys

Girls

High English Low English
domínance dominance

FIGURE 3

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF BOYS AND GIRLS INTO

TITE TI,TO TYPES OF BILINGUALISI"I

II. DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS

The students I questionnaire sought information pertaining to

the use of the tr,,ro respectíve languages by the students and to the

exposure of the students to these languages outside of the classroom

situatlon. No hypotheses vrere formulated ín relation to these areas

nor rras any statistical analysis performed. It is interesting,
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nevertheless, to note the answers to these questíons expressed as

percentage numbers of the population studied.

students were asked to estimate the percentage of time they

themserves spoke French at home and Ëo choose the appropriate cate-

gory from the categorÍes listed: oT. - 25"/. or. the time, 2sy" - 757. or.

the time and 75% - L007" of the time. The choices r¡rere tabulated

and the number of responses to each category recorded. TABLE xxvrrr

surmarizes these results.

TABLE XXVIII

PERCENTAGE N1IMBER OF SUBJECTS ACCORDING T0 PERCENTAGE OF Tlt"tc

FRENCH TS SPOKEN AT HOI"IE BY SUBJECTS

0"/" - 25"/" 257" - 757" 75% _ LOO?"

Grade

Grade

4

I
25%

23%

287" 477"

29% 487"

Total 24% 2g"a 47%

rt is rather surprisíng to realize that very close to 25 per-

cent of the subjects indícated that they spoke French at home less

than 25 percent of the time and that anotlnet 29 percent spoke French

at home between 25 percent and 75 percent of the tÍme when it is

considered that all of the subjecÈs kept for the study had themselves

responded Ëhat their parents spoke French at home from 75 percent to

100 percent of Èhe time. It must"thus be concluded that a substantial

number of subjects eÍther converse v¡íth Ëheir parents vith the Ër.¡o

parties using different Languages and/or thaË they converse in

English with other siblings within their families.
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Television Viewed by Þtudents

. Students Ìqere asked to estímate the percentage of time theír

television set \,ras turned on the French channel and to so indicate by

selecting one choice from among the same categories: O% - 25% of the

time, 25"/" - 75% of. the time and 75% - IOO% of the Ëime. The answers

to this question are summari-zed in TABLE XXIX.

TABLE XXIX

PERCENTAGE NTN4BER OF SUBJECTS ACCORDING TO PERCENTAGE OF TIME

THEIR TELEVISION SET IS ]T]RNED ON THE FRENCH CHANNEL

07. - 25% 25% - 75"/. 757" - L007"

Grade

Grade

20%

L7%

7 0"/"

7B%

4

I

t0%

57"

Total 74% r9%

Almost three-quarters of the subjects víew less than 25 per-

cent of their television tíme on the French channel and only 7 per'

cent of the subjects are exposed to French via television from 75 per-

cent to 100 percent of the tÍme. I,rrhen the total impact of television

is considered, íts influence in shaping the linguistic habits of

young people must not be underestimated.

Language Spoken bv Studegts_D_uring Recess Tíme at Schogl

While the family and the media are r¿idely recognized as

influences on the behaviour of young people, the Peer groupts influ-

ence must aLso be aeknowledged. For this reason, subjects were asked

to estimate the percentage of time they spoke French during recess at

7%
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school and with their friends outsÍde of school. The ansrnrers to

the first guestion are recorded in TABLE XXX.

TABLE XXX

PERCENTAGE NI]I{BER OF SUBJECTS ACCORDING TO PERCENTAGE OF TTME

FRENCH IS SPOKEN DURING RECESS AT SCHOOL

07" - 257" 25% - 75"/, 75% - rcO%

Grade 4

Grade I

60"/" 28%

61% 23"/"

L2%

r6%

Tota 1 6l'/. 26% L3%

hlhile approximately 60 percent of the subjecËs responded

that they spoke French dtrring recess, less than 25 percent of the

time, only 13 percent reported that they spoke French from 75 per-

cent to 100 percent of Èhe time during recess at school. An obvíous

conclusion to be deríved from this set of figures is that the peer

group exerts pressure on the individuals v¡ith respect to language

use and indeed appears Ëo succeed Ín obtaining that English be the

language of conununication within the group.

uage Spoken bv Stuìents vrÍth Friends OuËsíde of School

subjects rnrere asked to estímate the percentage of time they

spoke French r¿ith friends outside of school. The ansrrers \¡rere

tabulated and are recorded in TABLE XXXI.

Here again, over one-half of the subjects Índicated that

they spoke French less than 25 percent of the time with their friends

ouËside of school; the difference split evenly between the other tv¡o

categories, 2L percenË reporting that they spoke French from 25 per-

cent to 75 percent of the time and 21 percenÈ claiming thaÈ they
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TABLE XXXT

PERCENTAGE NIIMBER OF SUBJECTS ACCORDING TO PERCENTAGE OF TIME

FRENCH IS SPOKEN WITTT FRIENDS OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL

0"/. - 25"/" 25% - 75% 75% - L007"

Grade

Grade

4

B

s4%

63%

25%

L6"A

2L%

2L%

Total 597" 2L% 2L%

spoke French between 75 percent and 100 percent of Ëhe time urith

their friends outside of school.

As the peer groups harre been dÍscovered to be an importanË

influence in establishing Engrish as the language used predominantly

among students during recess at school, here again, in the case of

the peer group outside of school, it is obvious that it remains a

strong agent of anglicization of the individuals who comprise it.
Whí1e the figures presented in the descriptive analysis have

not been subjected to statistical analysis, they nevertheless con-

stitute an ímportant ínsight into the popuration studíed. These

figures provide valuable information relative to the actual use of

the languages by the,subjects and to their exposure to these langu-

ages ' thereby providing further practical Ínformation into the nature

of the bilingualism of the subjects as well as enabling Êo determine

the reasons underlyÍng language domínance, whÍch will be discussed

at length in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

SUMMARY

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this sËudy r,¡as to attempt to obtain more

insight Ínto the French-English bilingualism of Franco-Manitoban

studenËs and to study the intellectual and academíc characterisËics

associated with the dífferent types of bilinguals. As well, it was

deemed appropriate to probe into other personal and demographic

factors: school grade 1evel, sex, socioeconomic status, proximity

of residence to the city, use of each language and exposure to each

language, in an attemPt to circumscribe those factors which determíne

vrhether an individual belongs Ëo one type of bilíngualism or ro
another.

I^Jíth the advent of Bill 113 in the province of Manitoba,

it is now legally possible to dispense instruction ín the French

language. As a result, various types of progranrnes have been

instítuted in different schools ineorporating dífferent doses of

French instruction. oddly enough, changes have been made v¡ith-very

1itt1e empirical knowledge of the linguistic, intellectual and

academic characteristics of the students for whom these programne

changes were intended. consequently, it was the purpose of this
study to examíne these factors in the hope that the conc1,r"ior,"

might serve the educators, both parents and teachers, as well as

theír representative decísion-making bodies to make better

decisions with respect Èo bilingual education for the Franco-

Manítoban student populaËion.
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De-sign of the S.tudy

A questionnaire was administered by the writer to a random

sample of one-half of the Franco-Manitoban student populatíon in
Grade 4 and Grade B of all the schools of Seine River School Division;

this produced a total of 185 subjects for the statísËical analysís.

The subjects r,Iere first divided according to their respec-

tíve types of bílingualism. rË had been anticipated that Èhree

groups would emerge; one of balanced bilinguals, one of bilinguals

with an English dominance and one of bilinguals rríth a French domin-

ance. This did not occur; indeed not one single subject could be

classified as a bilingual wÍth a French dominance. The two categories

which did emerge as a matter of fact and which r^¡ere so labe11ed for
the purposes of this study, were bilÍnguals with a low English

dominance and bílinguals vrith a high English dominance. These Ëwo

categories htere then sub-divíded according to Ëhree levels of socio-

economic status: high, middle and low.

A chí-square analysis was performed on four nul1 hypotheses

and a rhTo-r,ray anal-ysís of variance on three other nul1 hypotheses.

The chi-square analysÍs dealt with the socioeconomic status, the

school grade levels, the geographic regions and the sexes of the

subjects ín relation to theír type of bilingualism. The two-way

analysís of variance hypotheses dealt wíth Ëhe scholastic achieve-

ment, the verbal intellígence and the non-verbal inËelligence of

the subjects in relation with their socioeconomic status and their

type of bilingualism.

Major Fin-d-í!gs

rn Èhis section, the seven nuI1 hypotheses will be restated

in succession and the pertínenË conclusions sunrnarized briefly beLow

each one.
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Hypothesis I - For studenËs of different socÍoeconomic level, there

is no sÍgnificant difference in theír type of bí-

lingualism.

A significant difference at the .05 level was found between

socioeconomic status and type of bilingualism. NuLl hypothesis one

t^las , theref ore , re j ected.

Dis cus s ion

Subjects from the high socioeconomÍc 1evel \^rere considerably

over-represented in the high English domÍnance category. From the

1ow socioeconomic leveI, there lrere exactly the same number of sub-

jects faLling into each of the tÞio types of bílingualism. subjects

from the middle socioeconomic 1evel were more numerous in the low

English dominance category.

Hypothesis 2 - For students of different school grade levels

(Grade 4 and Grade 8), of different socioeconomic

l-evel and of different type of bilíngualism, there is

no significant dífference in their measured 1eve1 of

scholasËic achievemen t.

This hypothesis ï¡ras tested first r.¡ith the Grade 4 subjects

alone, then with the Grade I subjects alone and, finally, wíth the

subjects of both grade levels togeÈher. rn the first ínstance, that

isrwith the Grade 4 subjects, socioeconomic status v¡as found to

approach significance at the .05 leve1 with scholastic achievement

and there úIas no significant difference between type of bilingualism

and scholastic achievement.

In the case of the analysis v¡ith the Grade I subjects,

neiËher socioeconomíc sËatus nor type of bilingualism were found to

be signifícant with respect to schol-astic achievement.
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upon combinfng sub jects f rom boti-r gracre 1eve1s, socio-

economic status was found Ëo be sígnificant in relation to scholas_

tic achievement at Èhe .05 level and type of bilingualism r¿as found

not to be significant with scholastic achievement. school grade

1evel was, of course, found to be significant r¡ith scholastic

achievement beyond the .01 level. Nul1 hypothesis tvro vraa, therefore,
accepted wlth resp€et to type of b{llngualism, but ft was reJeeted

with respect to socioeconomic status as well as wíth respecË to
school grade leveLs.

Dis cuss Íon

In the three analyses with

high SES subjects scored higher on

middle SES subjecrs and the middle

SES subjects.

llíth respect to type of birÍngualism, while no significant
difference vlas found in relation to scholastic achÍevement, the 1or,r

English dominance group scored srightly higher than the high Engrish

dominance grouP at the.Grade 4 level. This order vras reversed with

the Grade I subjects. ltlhen both levels weri.e combined, it r,¡as again

the low English dominance group which obËained the higher mean of

scholas tic achievement.

Hypothesis 3 - For students of different scoioeconomic leve1 and of

of bilingualísm, there is no signifi-

in their measured Ievel of verbal

respect to hypothesis two, the

scholastic achievement than the

SES subjects higher than the low

different type

cant difference

intelligence.

A sígnÍficant dÍfference

betrrreen socÍoeconomlc status and

beyond the 
" 01 leve1

verbal intelligence.

was found

With respect



to socioeconomic status,

lingualism r.ras found not

bilingualism, therefore,

Díscuss ion.
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Hypothesís 3 was rejected. Type of bi-

to be significant; with respect to type of

Hypothesis 3 Ì.ras accepted.

studenrs frorn high sES were found to have a higher verbal

intelligence than studenËs from the mÍddle sES and students from

the middle sES higher than students from the low sES. with respect

to type of bilingual-ism, the lov¡ English dominance group obtained

a higher mean of verbal intelligence than the high English domÍnance

group.

Hypothesis 4 - For students of dÍfferenË socioeconomic 1evel and of

different type of bilingual_ism, there is no sígnifi_
' cant difference in their measured level of non-verbal

intelligence.

The analysis of variance revealed a significant difference

at the .01 level for socioeconomic status with respect to non-verbal

intel1-igence. 0n the basis of socioeconomic status, Hypothesis 4

was, therefore, rèjected. I,líth respect to type of bilíngualism

the analysÍs revealed no significant difference wíth non-verbal

intelligence. In-so-far as type of bÍ1Íngualism is concerned,

therefore, Hypothesís 4 was accepted.

Discussicin

In an almost ídentical fashion as for verbal intelligence,

students from the high SES group obtained a higher score of non-

verbal íntelligence than the middle SES group and the middle SES

group a better score than the lornr SES group. On the other hand, with

respect to type of bÍlíngualism, while the low English dominance
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g, l'o¡¡¡¡ lì¡ìrl tttlrtt'ort llttl:Lttt' llr¿¡11 l:lttr lr l.¡Elr l,lrr¡r, l. lrrlt tlor¡tj,nâtl¿¡ o p¡r(,,ulr on

verbal Íntelllgence; on non-verbal intelligence, ít is the hígh

English domínance group which took the edge.

HypoËhesis 5 - For students of different school grade levels

(Grade 4 and Grade 8), there is no significant

dífference in theír type of bilingualism.

The ehi-square analysic for hypoËhesis 5 revealed ns

signíficant difference between school grade levels and types of

bi1-íngualism. Hypothesis 5 v¡as, theref ore, accepted.

Dis cuss iog.

The Grade 4 subjects divíded as evenly as r^ras possible

ínËo the tv¡o types of bilingualism; 51 in the low English dominance

type and 52 in the high English dominance rype" The Grade g subjecrs,

however, divided quite differently, the more numerous group of. 47

going to the 1ow English dominance type rrith the remainíng 35 going

to the high English dominance rype

Hypothesis 6 - For students of different regions wiËhin the school

division, there is no significant difference in their

type of bilingualism.

The chi-square analysis performed revealed a significant

dífference beyond the .01 level between types of bilingualism and

the geographic regions of the division. Hypothesis six was, therefore,

rej e cted.

Dis cuss ion

The region of St. NorberË and St. Adolphe, the one situated

the closest Ëo the city of Winnipeg r^ras the region with the highest

percentage of subjects beLongíng to the high English dominance type,
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the next closesË region to I^Iinnípeg, I1e'des-Chênes and Lorette was

the region with the next highest percentage of subjects belonging to

the high English dominance type. The third closest regÍon to the

city, Richer and Ste. Anne ranked third in terms of its percentage of

subjects belongíng to the high English dominance type. Fínally, the

region sítuated the farthest ahray from the city, hloodrídge and

T.a Broquerie was the region wiËh the lowest percentage of. subjects

in the high English dominance type.

Hypothesis 7 - For boys and gírls, there is no signifícant difference

in their type of bilingualism.

A chi-square analysis rt¡as performed. It indicated a signifi-

cant difference beyond the.05 leve1 between sex and types of bilingu-

a1ism. Hypothesis 7 was, therefore, rejected.

Discussion

l,lore than half of the boys (close to 60%) r,rere found to be

bilinguals with a high Englísh dominance. Conversely, very close to

60 percent of the girls were found to be bilinguals with a low English

dominance.

II. CONCLUSIONS AND T},IPLICATIONS

Types of Bílingualign of Franco-Manitoban Students

As indicated earlier, it had been anticipated that three groups

of bilinguals ¡¿ould emerge from the sample; one of balanced bilinguals,

one of bílinguals with an English dominance and one of bilinguals with

a French domínance. ït must be remembered also that only those sub-

jects whose parents spoke French at home from 75 percent to 100 percent

of the time were kepË for Ëhe study; those subjects indÍcating that

their parents spoke French at home less than 75 percent of the time
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!üere discarded. It r,üas indeed astoníshÍng to fínd that notr¡¡ithstanding

the fact that the parents of the subjects spoke French at home at least

75 percent of the time, not one sÍngle subject could be .classÍfied as

. This is probably the síngle most

imporËant finding of rhis studyl

rt is difficult to exprain such a phenomenon and since the

linguisËic distribution of the present study had not been foreseen, the

study I¡7as not designed to probe into its causes. Nevertheless, ít could

be attributed to a number of factors among r^rhich could probably be ín_

cluded the following: (l) media - especial_ly television; rhe powerful

influence exerted by childrenrs television programs is undeniable and

the linguistic aspect is certainly no exception to Ëhe rule; (2) peer

g-roup influence has probably replaced the family influence on the ín-
dividual in todayts young generation as a prime determínant of behaviour

and speaking English for a child from a French-speaking family ís per-

haps a semÍ-conscious but nevertheless real way of manifesting a break

from the ínfluence of the parents who are French-speaking, and (3)

language-of instruction in the schools, except for one hour of French

instruction, has always been English, Thus, the EnglÍsh language is

thrust upon students not only in quantitative terms, but its absolute

importance as a factor of scholastic success is readily perceptible

to studenËs who quickly adjust in consequence.

A fourth factor which míght partly explain the linguistic
assimilation of the young generation may rest with the influence of

the parents themselves. Many of Ëhem may have had difficulty in life
and may have rightly or wrongly attríbuted their difficulty to their
lack of fluency in the English language and may hence have insËilled

in the minds of their children thaË iË is very important for anyone
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in Manitoba to become very fluent in Englísh.

Types of BilínFualism and Scholastic Achievement

trrlhile there vrere some studies not in agreement, the majoríty

of those encountered and reporËed in the review of the literature

indicated that bilinguals generally attaíned lower levels of scholastic

achievement than monolinguals. This study did not deal with bilinguals

and monolinguals per se; it did, however, analyse resulËs of two dis-

tinct tyPes of French-English bilinguals; bilinguals wirh a lor¿ English

dominance and bilinguals with a high English dominance. Bilinguals

liith a low English dominance could be consídered the more "genuíne"

bilinguals as otDoherty would say and bilinguals with a high English

dominance r,¡ould be closer to being monolinguals.

This study found no significant difference between type of

bilingualism and scholastic achievement. rndeed, while it was not

statistically significant, the difference that existed was found to

be in favour of the low English dominance group wíth the latter scoring

one-third of a year ahead of the high English domínance group in terms

of scholastic achievement.

rt musË be remembered also that the measure of scholastic

achievement r^¡as the Canadian Test of Basic Skills administered in

English to the bilinguals with a low English dominance and to the bi-

linguals v¡ith a high English domínance alike. The results of this

study would, therefore, tend to support the results of Peal and Lambert

mentioned earlier that the more ttgenuinert bilinguars having a more

extended vocabulary (two symbols for every object) become more agile

at concept-formation and hence become better equipped in terms of the

tools trhích assure scholastÍc succeas.
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Type of Bilingualism and Verbal Inrelligence

I{ith respect to verbal intel-1ígence, again with some notable

exceptíons, the majority of studies contained in the revier,¡ of the

literature concurred that monolinguals tended to obtain better scores

(of verbal intelligence) than bilinguals. one might again extrapolate

vrith regards to the French-English bilinguals and assume that the per-

formance of bilinguals with a high English dominance would be superior

to that of the bilinguals with a 1ow English dominance. Thís assump-

tion vsould seem reasonable for tr^to reasons; first of all, the majority
of previous studies encountered point in that direction and, secondly,

here again, the measurement device to determine the verbal intelligence
of subjects qTas the Lorge-Thorndike Test of Verbal Intelligence adminis-

tered in the English language to all subjects.

Interestingly, type of bilingualism was found not to be sfgnifi_
cant with respect to verbal intelligence. rn fact, although not statisti,cally
significanË, the slight difference put the low English dominance group

ahead of the high English dominance group in terms of verbal intellí-
gence. These results again support in a smal1 way, the conclusions

of Peal and Lambert quoted in the review of the literature that
Itgenuinert bilinguals having two symbols for every object are forced

from an early age to conceptualize events and things in terms of their
actual properËies rather than to rely on their línguistic symbols.

The alternative explanation offered by Peal and Lambert to account for
the superior performance of their bi1íngual group with respect to

verbal intellígence rrÉly also to a cerEain extenË, be applicable Ëo

this study. rt is the following: that a'tgenuine" bilingual would be

helped when functioning in eiLher language by the positive transfer

derived from the other. rf positive transfer there is, or a rlanguage
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assetrr, as Peal and Lambert also ref.et to it as opposed to the

trmental confusiontt or rrlanguage handicap'r of other theorísts, then

it is reasonable to conclude that rrgenuínert bilinguals would perform

better on verbal intelligence tests.

Type of Bilingualism a.nd Non-Verbg] Intelligencg

Inlith respect to verbal intelrigence, the majoríty of studies

demonstrated rather forcibly that bilinguals vTere at a disadvantage

'as opPosed to monolinguals. With respect to non-verbal intelligence,

the evidence is much more divided and contradictory. Indeed, numerous

studies concluded that monolinguals had the edge over bilinguals on

verbal intelligence tests and this may be attríbuted at least partly

to the greater familiaríty of monolinguals rn¡ith the language. on

non-verbal tests, however, where language is a negligíble factor and

whenever socioeconomic status, age and other factors were adequately

controlled, the results hTere fairly even.

This study supports this evídence because type of bilingualisrn

was found not to be significant with respect to non-verbal intell-ígence.

Since this study has shown a slight edge for the bílinguals with a 1o¡¿

English dominance on the verbal intelligence battery, it had been

assumed thaÈ Perhaps the same phenomenon would occur with respect to

non-verbal intelligence. Such vras not the case; indeed, the bilinguals

with a high English dominance scored approximately 1.5 points higher

than the bilinguals with a low English dominance on the Lorge-Thorndike

Non-verbal rntelligence scale. since this slight difference is not

signíficant, it can be said to support the bulk of previous studies

t¡hich indícaËe littLe or no difference between bi1Ínguals and mono-

linguals on non-verbal Íntelligence.
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Type of Bilingualism and School Grajle Levels

Since the revierr¡ of the literature covers bilinguals versus

monolinguals, the studies mentioned in it always attempted to control

the age factor and hence there is nothing relative to the difference

in the tyPes of bilíngualism of the subjects on an age or school grade

basis. Since this study dealt r¿ith Grade 4 and Grade 8 subjects, how-

ever, it was possible here to compare the groups in terms of their

types of bilingualism" While there \,7as no statisËíca1ly sígníficant

difference between school grade 1eve1s and the type of bilingualisur

of the subjects, ít is nevertheless interesting to note that i,¡hì.te

the Grade 4 subjects divided evenly between the two types of bilingu-

aIism, such was not the case for the Grade I subjects. Approximately

40 percent !ùere found to be bilinguals with a high English dominance

as opposed to 60 percent for the other group. Again, while these

figures r,Iere not sufficiently pronounced to produce statisËica1 sig-

nificance, the fact that percentage-wise, fewer subjects of the Grade 8

leve1 were found to be bilinguals with a high English dominance sup-

ports the earlier discussion relative to the increasing rate of

assimilation of the younger generation. The older Grade B subjects

seem to be less linguistícally assimilated than the younger Grade 4

sub j ect s

Type of Bilíngualism and Geog.raphic Regions

Geographic regions in the sense used in this study are not

covered in the revier,¡ of the literature; the only mention relative to

this factor is wiËh regards to criticism for not differentiating

beËween rural and urban subjects in the odd study.

In thís study, geographic regions refers to four distinct areas

wíthin the SeÍne River School Division each of which consists of two
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schools. The schools are grouped on the basÍs of theÍr proximity to

the city of I{innipeg; the closest region, for example, being st. Norbert

and st. Adolphe (5 to 10 mÍles from üIinnipeg), Ëhe farrhesr beíng

Woodridge and La Broquerie (40 to 70 miles from Winnipug).

A significant difference was found to exist between the geo-

graphic regions and the type of bilingualism of their subjecEs. The

region nearest to the city was found to contribute significantly more

subjects to the group of bilinguals with a high English domÍnance.

Each successive region, ín the order of distance from the city was

found to contribute fewer to this group with the farthest region con-

tributing fewest. This patrern was anticipated and the phenomenon

could líkely be attributed to the assimilating ínfluences of the city

exerting, of course, more influence on the subjects living in closest

proximity to it.

Type of Bilinguals and Sex

rt r+as found that significantly more boys than girls belonged

to the high English dominance category. This greater assimilation

of the boys than the girls can perhaps be explained by the fact that

boys are more likely to come in contact with a broader environment

and hence be exposed more to the assimilating influences of the out-

side world. on the other hand, girls would tend to stay more r.¡ithin

the home and hence the influence of the parents would be stronger on

them. Perhaps as we11, the peer group phenomenon discussed earlier,

would tend to be stronger among boys than among girls.

Soci.oecofiogic Status and Type oåBilingualism

Socioeconomic status l{as found to be significant with type

bilingualism, high socioeconomÍc status subjects tending to belong

of

an
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a greater lrtrtttber to flte high llngl ieh clomlnancc type. Tlrte aeeoc j_ation

can perhaps be explained by developing rhe factors suggesteri earlier
for the general assimilation of the young generatíon from French-

speaking families. The factors mentioned of che influence of tele_

vision and of the peer group influence are probably stronger with
respect to the subjects of high socioeconomic status although they

would definitely remain real factors wíth subjects of all socio-

economic levels. A complementary explanation might rest with the

idea that low socÍoeconomic status subjects would be mostly from

families engaged in small agricultural enterprises, where al1 the

members of the family contribuËe to the total workload, and often

work together, thus diminíshing the peer group influence. As we1l,

low socioeconomíc sÈatus subjects would tend to líve further away

from the city and thus would escape some of the assimilating influ-
ences associated wÍth living ín proximity to the ciËy.

Socioeconomíc Status and Scholastic Achievement

This analysis revealed as anticípated a positive relaËion

between sES and scholastic achievement; that is, high sES with high

scholastic achievement. According to previous studiesrand the present

study corroborates this view, the positive relation beËween these

factors is likely attributable to greater interest and moËivation on

the part of high sES parents with respecË to scholastic success.

This greater interest and motivation of the parents would then transfer

onto the children. It is also contended that high SES subjects would

have been exposed to a greaËer variety of educational experiences

outside of school.
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The analysis of socioeconomic staEus with both verbal and

non-verbal intelligence produced results of statistical signifícance.

For the same reasons as a posítive relatíon beËween SES and scholastic

achievement sras anticipated and obtained, so it v¡as also with respect

to SES and íntelligence; both verbal and non-verba1.

General Conclusions

The one outstanding finding of this study is undeniably the

absence of any bilinguals with a French dominance (as evidenced by the

results obtained on the trrlord AssociatÍon Test and on the l¡Iord Detection

Test, cf TABLE rr) from a sample of Franco-Manitoban subjects whose

parents speak French at home at least 75 percent of the rime. The

assimilating ínfluences of the English-speaking environment are clearly

in evidence upon the children of French-speaking families. As noÈed

earlier, these influences are becoming increasingly powerful because

the Grade 4 subjects are more assímÍlated than the Grade 8 subjects.

. Probably rating second in terms of overall importance was the

unexpected observation that bilinguals with a 1ow French dominance

performed s1íght1y betËer than the other group on scholastic achieve-

ment as well as on verbal intelligence. Since both the Canadian Test

of Basic Ski1ls (for scholastic achievement) and the Lorge-Thorndike

rnte11ígence Test (for verbal and non-verbal intelligence) were

administered in English, the bilinguals v¡ith a high English dominance

T¡/ere expected to perform significantly beÈter. The results being what

they are, this study lends support to the theory, discussed earliern

that bilÍngualism may offer a definite ttlanguage assettt and

that positive transfer may occur from one language
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üo the other" rt may even be, again as discussed earlier, that having

two symbols for every object, the genuine bilinguals learn earLLer to

conceptualize and to distinguish the properties of an object rather

than to rely on their linguistic symbols. Genuine bilingualism would,

therefore, be an asset, not onry in terms of íts cultural benefits but

as well in the development of abstract thinking and concept formation,

that is in the thought proeess.

III. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Thís study revealed a number of significant elements wiËh

regards to the French-English bilingualism of Franco-Manitoban students.

IËs conclusions raise other questions, however, that had not been sus-

pected before carrying out this project.

FÍrst of all, the unexpected ãmount of linguístic assimilation

could be examined more closely. For example, in this study, the bi-

lingualism of the subjects was determined strictly v¿ith written rests;

it would be interesting to íncorporate an oral measure of bilingualism

as well. It would be worthr"rhíle also to test subjects on their faci-

líty to produce both French and English answers to stimuli from differ-

ent ttdomainstt. For example, one may find that the subjects would tend

to demonstrate high English dominance in school-related areas where

the aËmosphere has always been primarily English, whereas they might

perhaps even demonsËrate French dominance in their vocabularies with

respect to church or religious areas where French has rikely always

been Ehe medíum of cormrunication and insËruction whether in the church,

in the home or even aË school. with this kind of approach, iÈ may be

possible to circumscribe the most poËent assimilating influences and
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hence discover more scientifÍca1ly the causes and the particularities

of the assimilation process.

This study has attempted to establish relationshíps betv¡een

type of bílingualism and numerous other variables; whíle such relation-

ships were established, more definite and more conclusive relationships

appear to exisË between these variables and socioeconomic status.

Would socioeconomic status be a better predicËor of scores on schoLas-

tic achievement and inte1lígence than type of bílingualism? rt would

be ínteresËing to pursue a study of the Franco-Manitoban student popu-

latÍon, a study r¿hich would examine more closely the cultural and

ethnic atËributes of this population along wíth socioeconomic status.

How do these two poles of influence compare and interact?

Since television has been cited as being probably a very

important agenË of anglicization, it would be worthv¡hile to carry

this investigation further to determine the kind and the depth of

its influence. some kinds of television programs may be discovered

to hold an hitherto unknown secret with respecË to the acquisítion

of a second language. Programs of that nature could Ëhen even be

developed in the French language for Franco-lufanitoban students to

reinforce their knowledge of French. They courd also be made avail-

able to English-speakíng children to incite them to learn French"

The school has clearly played a significant role with respect

to the linguistic assimilation of Franco-Manitoban students. Since

Èhe inception of Bill 113, school authorities in French Manitoba

have attempted to offer considerably more flexibility in the schools

to allow for Êhe use of French as a language of instruction to a

mueh greater degree. Should all the efforËs be concentrated in this
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âl:c¿l? illtcr:c rtiay be oIher f acLors tha¡r the anìounL of i¡rs l-rucl-ion in

either language which have not yeË been clearly idenrifÍed and hence

whose influence Ís being neglected. Does the curriculum itself, tor
example, independently of the language of ínstruction, hold and

transmit biases against minority groups? Does the school exert a

discriminating influence against the French language? rf so, what

is the Râture and the extent of thf6 influenee?

since these tests were administered, some schools have ín-
stituted programmes where French is the language of instruction for

their students. A certain number of students from the sample of

this study are now enrolled in such programmes; it would be inter-
esting to investigate after three or four years whether a French

language instruction progrannne has halted or reduced the rate of

assimilation as well as of those who were still rgenuinerr bilinguals

at Ëhe time thaË the tests of thÍs study r^rere administered.

Another group of students who would be worthwhile subjecËs

with whom to pursue such a study are those who have registered in

Kindergarten three years ago or less and who have had strictly

French language ínstructíon; would they demonstrate fewer symptoms

of assimilation? trIould they even possibly be the fírst bÍlinguars

with a French dominance of the young generation?

The scope of this study was limited in that ít encompassed

only students from one of the five major French-English bilingual

school divisions of the province. trr/ould the same results have

appeared ín the other four school divisions? Would the assimilation

of the students of the urban school division of st. Boniface have

been even more complete?
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I. INFORMATION GENERALE

1. Nom:

2. Nom de lrécole:

3. Nom de lrinstituteurftrice:

4. Date de naissance:
jour mois année

5. Sexe (M ou F):

cocHEz LA REPONSE QUI C.OIIVIENT (y/_)

rr. TANGUE(S)

1. A la maison, mes parents parlent Français

A. parfoÍs (O-25%)

B. à peu près la moitíé du remps (25-757")

C. presque toujours (7\-LOO%)

2" A Ia maíson, je parle Français

A. parfois (0-257")

B. à peu près 1a moitié du remps (25-75%)

C. 1a pluparË du temps (75-1007.)
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I. GENERAL INFORMATION

1. Name:

2. Name of school:

3. Name of Èeacher:

4. Birthdare:
day month year

5. Sex (M or F):

CHECK THE CORRECT ANSI^IER ( r¿)

II. LANGUAGE(S)

1. At home, my parents speak French

A. sometimes (0-25%)

B, about half of rhe time (25-75"/")

C. most of the time (75-IOOT")

2. At home, I speak French

A" sometimes (0-25%)

B. about half of the time (25-75%)

C. mosË of the time (75-i00%)
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3, Notre appareil de télávision se trouve au canal Français

A. parfois (o-25%)

B. à peu près la moitié du remps (25-75%)

C" la plupart du temps (75-100%)

4" En recreation à t'ácole, je parle Français

A. parfois (0-25%)

B. à peu près la moitié du remps (25-75%)

C. la plupart du temps (75-1007.)

5. Avec mes amis, en dehors de 1récole, je parle Français

A. parfois (0-25%)

B. à peu prbs la uroitié du temps (25-75%)

C. la plupart du temps (75-100%)
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3. Our television is turned on the French channel

A. sometÍmes (0-25%)

B. abouË half of rhe rime (25-75%)

C. most of Èhe time (75-1007.)

4" During recess tíme at school, I speak French

A. sometimes (0-25%)

B. about half of the rime (25-75%)

C. most of the rime (75-IOO%)

5. T^Iith my friends, outside of school, I speak French

A. sometimes (0-25%)

B. about half of rhe time )25-75%)

C. most of the tíme (75-L00"/")
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III " STATUT SoCTOEC-ONCFíTQUE

L. Chez vous, avez vous: OUI NON

(a) facilítés de sa1l8 de bain à f inrérieur
-rr \ . \ /(b) cuisinière électrique

(c) réfrigerateur

(d) congélaËeur

(e) laveuse

(f) sécheuse

(e) téfévision noir er blanc

(h) tá1évision couleur

(i) moto-neige

(j ) camion

(k) automobile

i. 0

ii. 1

iii. 2 ou plus
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III. SOCTOECONOMTC STATUS

1. At home, do you have:

(a) indoor bathroorn facilities

(b) electric range

(c) refrigerator

(d) freezer

(e) clothes washer

(f) clothes dryer

(g) black and white television

(h) color television

(í) snor,mobile

(j) truck

(k) automobile

i, 0

Íi. I

iii. 2 or more

YES NO



2" Votre famille reqoít-e1le un journal quotídien?

3. Educatíon du père (années completées)

(a) moins que la 9e

(b) 9t à i.a l-zê

(c) 12e ou plus

4. Education de 1a mère (années completées)

(a) moins que la 9e

(b) 9e à ta 1ze

(.) 12e ou plus

5. Chez-vous, y a-t-il un bureau à écrire?

6. Chez-vous, y â-t-í1 une encyclopédie?

7. Vos parents ont-ils empruntép des livres drune

bibliothèque lran dernier?

8. Avez-vous plus de 100 livres chez-vous?
(4 étagères de 3 pieds)

9. Avez-vous déjà suivi des cours de urusíque, danse,

natation, en dehors de ItécoLe?

10. Chez-vous, recevez-vous 1e journal ttl.a Libertérr?

L04

OUI NON
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2. Does your family take the daily newspaper?

3. Fatherrs education (grades completed)

(a) less than grade 9

(b) from grade 9 to L2

(c) grade 12 or more

4. Motherts education (grades completed)

(a) less than grade 9

(b) from grade 9 to 12

(c) grade 12 or more

5. Is there a wriËing desk in your home?

6. Is there an encyclopedia in your home?

7. Did your parents borrow any books from the

1Íbrary last year?

B" Does your family have more than 100 books?
(4 shelves 3 feeË long)

9. Have you ever had lessons in music, dancing,

swinrning, etc., outside of school?

10. Is your family subscribed to the newspaper

ttLa Líbertétt?

YES NO
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IV. IIIORD ASSOCIATION TEST

(1) SCHOOL

(2) PAYS



L07

(3) CHATSE

(4) NARROT,¡
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1. MAISON

2. LIBRE
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3. PAUVRE

4. ESPRIT
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5 " GRAND

6. TDEE



1L1

7. JOUR

8. AI4I



ILz

9 " LARGE

1-0. GARDEN



TL3

11. HAPPY

L2. IDEA



lllj

13. F00D

T4. LITTLE
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15. SAD

L6, DEAR



TL6

T7. HONOR

18. CHILD



IL7

19. HOUSE

20. PEACE

--
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2L. RICH

22. UIOTTGHT

-
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23. STRONG

-

24" BAD



r20

25. PETIT

26. TRTSTE



L2L

27, JEUNE

28" ROUGE

-



t22

29, TEMPS

---Ê--

30. ARGENT
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31. IfArN

32. JUSTE
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V. I^IORD DETECTTON TEST

Englísh I.lords

I. DANSONODEND

Mots français
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English words

PÏNTONIGHTRESOISIE

-

Mots français

¿.
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English words

3. TAKINOZZLESEI,]

Mots français
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English words

4. PATOMENESTLE

Mots franqais



L2B

5. CALMAISTUEACHEERY

Englísh words Mots francaís
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APPENDIX B
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TESTS OF BILINGUALISI"I

The procedure for the administraËíon of these tests is

elaborated in chaprer rrr. The following is a brief rationale

for the tests, including the actual words used as stimuli and a

coment on the composition of the lists of words.

1. Word Association Test

rt seems reasonable to assume that the number of associ-

ational responses which a person can produce when given a stimulus

word in a particular language, is at least a partial indication of

the personrs knowledge of that language as well as an indicator of

his/her fluency in that language. This technique developed by

Lambert was also tested by him. He formulated the following hypo-

thesis, which he tested on both adults and children:
t'As bi1ínguals progress in experience with a
particular language, they will give more
associational responses to stirm.¡lus words in
thaË language.tt

In both instances, the reliability tesËs indicated signifi-

cance at better than the 5 percent level of confidence.

I{ith respecË to the actual testing situation, a practice run

v/as executed first consisting of two English and two French words:

ttschool, pays, chaise and narrov,rrr, in which the subjects \,rere free to

give their associations in either French or English. Then, the

stimulí for which responses r¡rere compiled rn¡ere given in the seri.es,

eight French followed by sixteen Bnglish and, fina1ly, eight French

words. This is the familíar a-b-b-a order used Ëo control for the

effects of practice and fatígue as a functÍon of time ín the experi-
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mental session. The French stimulus words, in the order of presen-

tation r4rere: ttmaison, libre, pauvre, esprit, grand, ídée, jour, ami,

petit, trÍste, jeune, rouge, temps, argenË, main, justerr. The

English stimuli vrere: t'1arge, garden, happy, Ídea, food, 1ítt1e, sad,

dear, honor, child, house, peach, rích, thought, strong, bad".

For each language one half of the stimurí are nouns and one

half adjectives. The words were selected from among Ëhe most frequently

used, as determined by frequency counts in Englísh and French. The

nouns fit a category of rfconcretertortrabstract,, - if. Lhe referent of

the noun r¡ras a touchable or manipulatable thing iË was concreËe; if

r¡ot, ít was abstract. Thus, the French and English stimuli were

equated for part of speech, word-freguency, and abstractness-

concreteness.

2. Word Detection Test

The rationale for this test relies on the contention that

bilingualism will express itself in the facility of finding embedded

English and French words. Lambert, and hís associates, conceived it

and tried it, predicting that comparative facility in the detecrion

of words would correlate positíve1y with degree of bilingualism.

It did: r = 0"42, significant beyond the 1 percenË level.

The procedure was the following: the subjects \^rere instructed

to find English or French ror¿" in a series of leËters, e.g.

DANSONODEND, where rrdans, ans, dê, enrt are meaningful French words,

and !tno, nod, node, ode, endrr are meaningful English words, and

ttar, son, ontt could be meaningful in either language depending upon

how they are pronounced. In constructing these stimulus-series of

l"etters, aËtention vras given to the cormonality of words embedded,
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their number in each language, and their position ín the series.

After a pracËice example, where the subjects vrere instructed to

read from left to right, four test-stímu1i were presented. The

score assigned each subject üras the percentage of English words

detected minus the percentage of French words detected.
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DISCUSSION OF SEWELL'S SBS SCALE

a) selection of items: From the long original scale, 14 items \^rere

selected through item analysis and then constitute Ehe short form.

These items deal mainly with household equipment, housing and

education.

b) Validity: The validity of the shorËened form was esrablished in
that it produced scores in very close agreement vsith the original
sca1e. using samples from three states, the new score (short fårm)

I¡ras correlated with the original score (long form) for each of the

families in each of the separate samples. The results Írere as

follows:

Oklahoma - "94

Kansas - .95

Louísiana - .95

c) Reliability: The only rest made of the abiliry of rhe shorr form

to produce a consistent measurement \^7as the split-ha1f reliability
test. Thís was done by correlating the scores obtained by díviding

the scale into tv¡o equal halves, one consisËing of the odd-numbered

items and the other of the even-numbered items. rhe resulting

corrected coefficienËs for Ëhe three sample groups were as follo¡¿s:

Oklahoma - .81

Kansas - .87

Louisiana - . B1

This compares v¡ith the reliability of the original scale which v¡as .80.

The adaptation used in this study ignored family income because

iË r¿as thought that ít night elicit suspicion and hence false results.


